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This is the third issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views' for Volume 18 (2004).  
       
 As usual I hope there is something of interest for everyone in this issue, as we have material from 1917 
thru to 2004. We have a major article this issue which is the first of several to take a look at the Lockheed 
Twins based on the Model 18 design - that is the Lodestar Transport and the Ventura Bomber/ Patrol air-
craft that was developed from it. This first instalment covers the Ventura in service in the Pacific with the 
RAAF, following issues will complete the Ventura story and the Lodestar material will follow.  
 
 >In addition we have the written version of Gary Wickham's panel line techniques workshop that intriqued 
many people last club meeting. A couple of articles from Ley  Reynolds in S.C.W armoured trucks & Italian 
P-39s, a report on Drage's Airworld by Dave Edwards and Ryan Hamilton's spread on Pitch Black 2004 
make up a large portion of the remainder of this issue. I have drawn John Haslope's Mustang Mk.III for this 
issue as this scheme is regularly requested by Aussie modellers and we also have a spread on the recovery 
and rebuild of Wapiti A5-24 for those into 'Golden Age' biplanes. Finally we have our regular features on 
photos from the collection of the Aviation Heritage Museum WA and RAAF Oddities by myself.  
 
 I would like to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos in this issue, in par-
ticular the following - Dave Edwards, Mick Elst, Dick Hourigan, Mick Mirkovic, Ryan Hamilton, DOD & the 
AHMWA. Obviously I also am grateful to Matt Ward for the review material. Don't forget that all photos cred-
ited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.  
 
 The second part of the 450 Sqn article covering the P-40N versions will be published the 1st available issue 
after I am able to get to Canberra for a week to do some necessary research for it. The club website also 
has further photos from the last 3 months taken by Gary Wickham & Dave Connolly at 'www.ipmsnsw.org'. 
Also Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one 
should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy. 
 
 

Steve Mackenzie - Editor 
 
 
All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Edi-
tor Steve Mackenzie unless noted and cannot be reproduced without 
written permission 
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The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, 
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts de-
voted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling.  The club 
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when 
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday.  Meetings start at 1:00 PM 
and are held at 
 
         Ryde Ex-Services Club 
        724 Victoria Rd  
        Ryde NSW 2112  

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competi-
tions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for peo-
ple of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling. 
       If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 
or write to : 
       IPMS New South Wales 
       c/o P.O. Box 949 
       Glebe NSW  
       Australia  2037 

Introduction 
 
Before the outbreak of World War II (in June 1938), the RAF ordered 
the Lockheed Hudson as a military version of the Lockheed Model 14 
Super Electra, a 10-14 passenger commercial transport. As a conse-
quence, the RAAF also adopted the Hudson. 
 
The Lockheed Ventura had it’s origin in a 1939 company proposal to 
the British Air Ministry to improve on the Hudson by building a military 
version of their Model 18 Lodestar. The militarised Lodestar, a larger 
15-18 passenger commercial transport, was seen as a logical suc-
cessor to the Hudson. After several different proposals, Lockheed 
produced the Model 37, powered by two 1,850 hp Pratt & Whitney 
Double Wasp air-cooled radials. The design was readily accepted by 
the RAF and 300 examples were ordered in 1940 under the name, 
Ventura.  
 
The Vega Aircraft Company actually developed the Ventura while op-
erating as an affiliate company of Lockheed. However, the name 
Vega disappeared in late 1941 when the company was formally 
merged with Lockheed.  
 
Ventura Mark I. The Ventura first flew in July 1941. The Ventura had 
the same overall configuration as the Hudson, but was larger, heavier 
and more powerful than its predecessor. Early production aircraft 
were armed with twin .303 machine guns in the dorsal turret (later in-
creased to four), twin flexible .303 machine guns in the nose and 
twin .303 machine guns in the ventral position. This latter armament 
accounts for the distinctive kink in the underside of the aft fuselage of 
the Ventura. In addion, two fixed .50 calibre machine guns were 
mounted in the upper nose of the aircraft.  
 
One hundred and eighty-eight of these aircraft, known as the Ventura 
Mark 1 (Model 37-21-01), went directly to the RAF, the remainder of 
the original contract being delivered as Mk.IIs.  
 
Ventura Mark II. The Mark II Ventura (Model 37-27-01) was similar to 
the Mark I but was powered by 2,000 hp Pratt & Whitney R-2800 radi-
als. By redesigning the bomb bay, the bomb load was increased from 
2,500 pounds to 3,000 pounds. 
 
The Ventura Mark IIA (Model 37-27-02) differed from the Mark II by 
having US armament. Twin .50 calibre machine guns were fitted in a 
Martin dorsal turret, twin .50 calibre machines guns in the nose, twin 
flexible .30 calibre machine guns in both the nose and ventral posi-
tions, and two flexible .30 calibre machine guns in beam positions. 
The internal bomb load remained at 3,000 pounds. 
 
Ventura Mark IIA or B-34 Lexington. While originally intended as 
lend-lease machines for the RAF, the majority of the Ventura Mark 
IIAs were impressed into USAAF service under the designation B-34. 
That designation changed in Oct 1942 to RB-34, the new letter prefix 
indicating that the bombers were restricted from combat use. 
 
PV-1 Ventura. The Lockheed PV-1 Ventura (Model 237-27-01) arose 
from a US Navy requirement for a long range, land based, martime 
reconnaissance and patrol aircraft. In reality, the PV-1 Ventura actu-
ally resulted from the US Navy ‘black-mailing’ the USAAF into releas-
ing its stranglehold on flying anti-submarine patrols. To get its hands 
on the Navy-owned aircraft plant at Renton, Washington, the USAAF 
agreed to relinquish its grip on anti-submarine warfare and to allow 

the US Navy to fly land-based anti-submarine missions. To this end, 
Lockheed ceased production of B-34 and B-37 Venturas for the 
USAAF and concentrated on building the navalised Ventura PV-1. 
 
The PV-1 was essentially a B-34 adapted for the maritime reconnais-
sance and anti-submarine role. Fuel capacity was increased in the 
wing and fuselage tanks, and two 155 gallon underwing drop tanks. 
The engines remained as two 2,000 hp Pratt & Whitney R-2800s. Ar-
mament however was reduced to two fixed .50 calibre machine guns 
in the upper nose, twin .50 calibre machine guns in the Martin dorsal 
turret and two flexible .30 calibre machine guns in the ventral posi-
tion. The bomb bay was further modified so that, in addition to the 
3,000 pound bomb load, the PV-1 could carry six 325 pound depth 
charges or one torpedo. The PV-1 was also fitted with nose radar 
within a radome installed at the extreme nose.  
 
From late 1942 until May 1944, all production Venturas were deliv-
ered to the US Navy as the Ventura PV-1.  
 
Introduction into RAAF Service 
 
In Europe, 464 Squadron (RAAF) was equipped with the Ventura 
Mark 1 and Mark II aircraft and in the Middle East, 459 Squadron 
(RAAF) was equipped with Ventura GR5 (PV-1) airframes. These will 
be the subject of a separate article. 
 
As for the South West Pacific Area (SWPA), in May 1943, twenty 
(20) B-34s were taken from USAAF stocks and delivered to the 
RAAF. Allocated the RAAF serials A59-1 to A59-20, these Ventura 
Mark IIAs were allotted to 2 and 13 Squadrons, and other ancillary 
units as listed later.  
 
From June 1943 to July 1944, a total of fifty-five (55) Ventura PV-1 
aircraft were diverted from US Navy stocks and subject to lend-lease 
to the RAAF. In this period, the following serials applied: 
 
B-34 (Ventura IIA) : A59-1 to A59-20 
Ventura PV-1 (GR5) : A59-50 to A59-104 
 
RAAF Ventura Operators 
Contrary to popular belief, 13 Squadron was not the only RAAF ele-
ment to operate the Lockheed Ventura. B-34s and PV-1s were oper-
ated by 1 Operational Training Unit, the Test Pilots Training Flight 
and by 1 Aircraft Performance Unit.  
 
In addition a large number saw service with Ferry Flights attached to 
1 AD & 2 AD (Aircraft Depots) and 2 AP (Air Park). These machines 
provided escort and navigation for groups of single seat types (e.g 
Spitfires) on long range ferry flights. The Venturas would also carry 
spare aircrew etc for the units involved if required.  
 
The identified Venturas are:  

THE LOCKHEED VENTURA IN RAAF SERVICE - SOUTH WEST PACIFIC AREA  

by Roger Lambert & Steve Mackenzie  
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Serial      Model            Dates                                                               Comments 
 
A59-2       B-34         18/9/44 - 31/10/44                     1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-2       B-34         31/10/44 - 30/11/44  
                                  & 20/3/45 - 20/10/45                 1 APU 
A59-3       B-34         29/6/44 - 12/12/44                     1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ). Crashed 12/12/44 
A59-4       B-34         26/10/43 - 24/4/44                     SDF (renamed 1 APU before 13/12/43) 
A59-6        B-34         25/8/44 - 29/12/44                     2 AP FF 
A59-6        B-34         18/7/45 - 10/1/46                       1 OTU 
A59-8       B-34         15/11/44 - 15/2/46                     1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ). Issued and stored several times with 1 AD 
A59-9       B-34         13/4/44 - 24/2/45                       1 OTU. Written off in crash 24/2/45 
A59-11     B-34          15/8/44 - 27/11/44                     2 AP FF 
A59-12     B-34          21/8/44 - 27/11/44                     2 AP FF 
A59-13     B-34          29/6/44 - 4/6/45                         1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ). Tyre blew on take off 4/6/45.  
A59-14     B-34          5/4/45 - 15/2/46                         1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-16     B-34          14/5/44 - 4/4/46                         1 OTU 
A59-17     B-34          4/7/44 - 1/11/44                         Test Pilots Training Flight 
A59-17     B-34          6/2/45 - 17/8/45                         1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-50     PV-1         14/6/44 - 23/10/44                     1 APU 
A59-50     PV-1         31/10/44 - 2/3/45                       1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-53     PV-1         30/8/45 - 15/11/45                     1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-59     PV-1         4/7/45 - 16/2/46                         1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-62     PV-1         2/7/45 - 12/3/46                         2 AD FF ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-68     PV-1         16/3/44 - 13/4/44                       1 OTU 
A59-82     PV-1         3/1/45 - 29/1/45                         2 AD FF ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-87     PV-1         6/4/45 - 21/6/45                         1 APU - crashed Kangaroo Valley 21/6 (engine failure) 
A59-88     PV-1         15/12/44 - 30/12/44                   2 AP FF 
A59-89     PV-1         30/10/44 - 22/4/45                     CFS (Central Flying School) 
A59-90     PV-1         19/2/45 - 1/5/45                         1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-91     PV-1         17/3/45 - 12/3/46                       2 AD FF ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-94     PV-1         9/4/45 - 6/8/45                           2 AD FF ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
A59-97     PV-1         5/3/45 - 11/5/45                         2 AD FF ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 

Transports 
In addition a number of airframes were coverted to full transport standard and were operated in that role with 1, 4, 6 and 11 Communication 
Units, as well as the Department of Civil Aviation and 81 Wing. 
 
 These included eight (8) ex-13 Squadron Venturas marked with an *.  
These Venturas were flown in overall Foliage Green camouflage as well as the US Navy scheme, but more on that later. The identified aircraft 
are: 

Serial      Model              Dates                                                                  Comments 
 
A59-51*    PV-1         22/5/45 - 8/3/46                         11 CU - Converted to transport; callsign VHRGM 
A59-52*    PV-1         12/5/45 - 1/11/45                       11 CU - Converted to transport; callsign VHRGN 
A59-57*    PV-1         16/7/45 - 28/8/45                       11 CU - Converted to transport; callsign VHRGO 
A59-60*    PV-1         16/7/45 - 28/8/45                       11 CU - Converted to transport; callsign VHRGP 
A59-60*    PV-1         17/12/45 - 28/2/46                      6 CU - for use of AOC; callsign unk. Then to storage 
A59-61*    PV-1         21/5/45 - 9/7/45                          1 AD FF - Converted to transport; callsign VHRGQ 
A59-63*    PV-1         3/7/45 - 14/5/46                          1 AD FF - Converted to transport; callsign VHRGR 
A59-80     PV-1         17/4/45 - 31/10/45                      11 CU; Fitted with Lodestar seats (A67-7); callsign VHRGS 
A59-82     PV-1         3/4/45 - 15/2/46                          11 CU; Converted to transport; callsign unk 
A59-86*    PV-1         3/10/45 - 30/1/46                        4 CU; Converted to transport; callsign VHRGU 
A59-88     PV-1         17/4/45 - 24/9/45                        11 CU; fitted with Lodestar seats; callsign VHRGV 
A59-100*  PV-1         2/12/45 - 2/4/46                          81 Wing; callsign unk; fitted with seats ex A59-88 
A59-102   PV-1         28/11/44 - 14/1/46                       4 CU; Converted to transport, seats ex A16-55; callsign VHRGW 
A59-102   PV-1         14/1/46 - 1/5/46                          Trans 1 CU & DCS; callsign VHRGW 

Other Squadrons 
Initially it was intended to re-equip 2 & 13 Sqns (both Hudson operators) with Venturas. The planned establishment (at least in the initial 
stages) was for each unit to have one flight each of Beauforts and Venturas. Towards this end 2 Sqn were to be issued B-34s in Nov 1943 for 
one flight. 
 
2 Sqn however are known to have written a scathing report regarding the performance of the B-34 model A59-9 received on 22 Nov 1943, and 
the allocation of B-34s to the unit was cancelled. The airframes involved were as below, all noted as allocated 4 Nov and allocation cancelled 
16 Dec. Instead the flight of Beauforts held by 13 Sqn was transferred to 2 Sqn at Darwin, with 13 Sqn receiving all the Venturas in lieu. 
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Serial      Model                   Dates                                          Comments 
 
A59-1       B-34            4/11/43 - 16/12/43                                 2 Sqn 
A59-3       B-34            4/11/43 - 16/12/43                                 2 Sqn 
A59-5       B-34            4/11/43 - 16/12/43                                 2 Sqn 
A59-6       B-34            4/11/43 - 16/12/43                                 2 Sqn 
A59-7       B-34            4/11/43 - 16/12/43                                 2 Sqn 
A59-8       B-34            4/11/43 - 16/12/43                                 2 Sqn 
A59-9       B-34            4/11/43 - 25/12/43                                 2 Sqn. Noted as Received 22/11/43 
A59-10     B-34            4/11/43 - 16/12/43                                 2 Sqn 
A59-14     B-34            4/11/43 - 16/12/43                                 2 Sqn 
 

But that is not the end of the Ventura story with other operational Squadrons. According to the Aircraft History Cards there were apparently plans 
to re-equip 7 and 32 Sqns with PV-1 Venturas later. These plans were probably eventually cancelled due to the PV-1 production being closed 
down in the U.S in favour of the PV-2 Harpoon. Thus as supply of further PV-1s could not be quaranteed, the RAAF cancelled plans to equip fur-
ther units other than 13 Sqn with Venturas.  
 
32 Sqn was allocated PV-1s in Mar 1944 with the allocation being cancelled on 12th April. None of the HCs record receipt of the airframes but one 
does state that A59-64 was transferred from 32 Sqn to 13 Sqn on 12th April. In the case of 7 Sqn, they were later allocated PV-1s in May 1944 
with the allocation being cancelled in late June. A number of the applicable HCs record receipt of the airframes at 7 Sqn, so they did have some 
airframes for a small time – photos anyone ?? Details are as listed below. 

Serial      Model              Dates                                                                  Comments 
 
A59-61     PV-1          1/3/44 - 7/3/44                 32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 7/3/44 
A59-64     PV-1          6/3/44 - 12/4/44               32 Sqn; Received as issued 12/4/44 from 32 to 13 Sqn 
A59-66     PV-1          30/3/44 - 6/4/44               32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 6/4/44 
A59-68     PV-1          22/3/44 - 13/4/44              32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 6/4/44. Received 12/4 returned 28/4/44 
A59-68     PV-1          31/5/44 - 20/6/44              7 Sqn; Received 2/6/44 returned 1/7/44 
A59-69     PV-1          1/3/44 - 12/4/44               32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-70     PV-1          27/5/44 - 20/6/44              7 Sqn; Received 3/6/44 returned 26/6/44 
A59-71     PV-1          1/3/44 - 12/4/44               32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-71     PV-1          26/5/44 - 20/6/44              7 Sqn; Received 30/5/44 returned 26/6/44 
A59-72     PV-1          1/3/44 - 12/4/44               32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-73     PV-1          14/3/44 - 12/4/44             32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-74     PV-1          16/3/44 - 12/4/44             32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-75     PV-1          27/3/44 - 12/4/44             32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-75     PV-1          24/5/44 - 23/6/44             7 Sqn; allotment cancelled 23/6/44 
A59-76     PV-1          10/3/44 - 12/4/44             32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-77     PV-1          15/3/44 - 12/4/44             32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-78     PV-1          4/4/44 - 12/4/44               32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-79     PV-1          8/4/44 - 12/4/44               32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-81     PV-1          8/4/44 - 12/4/44               32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-83     PV-1          26/5/44 - 9/6/44               7 Sqn; Probably not issued as was being fitted with dual controls 
A59-84     PV-1          27/5/44 - 23/6/44             7 Sqn; Received 21/6/44 returned 23/6/44 
A59-87     PV-1          4/4/44 - 12/4/44               32 Sqn; allotment cancelled 12/4/44 
A59-89     PV-1          27/5/44 - 23/6/44              7 Sqn; allotment cancelled 23/6/44 
A59-91     PV-1          27/5/44 - 26/6/44              7 Sqn; allotment cancelled 26/6/44 
A59-92     PV-1          27/5/44 - 26/6/44              7 Sqn; allotment cancelled 26/6/44 

As with most lend-lease aircraft, active flying ceased in 1946/47, and all our remaining Venturas were either stored at Aircraft Depots awaiting 
disposal, or converted to components.  
 
As far as can be ascertained, the last two Venturas were sold in early 1953. These airframes were A59-6 and A59-17. According to references at 
hand, A59-6 was a B-34 model and is listed as being on the strength of 13 Squadron in January 1944 while A59-17, also a B-34 model, saw no 
squadron service but rather was on the strength of the Test Pilots Training Flight from July 1944 until its disposal in February 1953.  
 
Both airframes were sold to F.E. Hendy, Numurkah, VIC. Evidence suggests that the aircraft were broken up at Tocumwal and only components 
were transported to Numurkah.  
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US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insig-
nia White.  
The majority of 13 Squadron’s aircraft were invariably delivered in the 
traditional three colour US Navy combination of Sea Blue, Intermedi-
ate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. In RAAF service, the 
‘powers that be’ classified the Ventura as general reconnaisance 
bombers. As such, they should have been painted overall Foliage 
Green in keeping with the camouflage finish orders of the day. 
 
However, as the Venturas were intended for use on anti-shipping 
strikes and convoy escort duties, common sense prevailed as it soon 
became evident (a win for the air crews) that the US delivery scheme 
would be far more appropriate and effective in their intended role over 
water. If current orders were to have been followed to the letter, all the 
Venturas would have been repainted overall Foliage Green! Just imag-
ine the time and effort that the ground crews would have needed to 
spend in over-painting every airframe, not to mention that the cost in 
time and resources. That’s not to say that at least one example was 
not treated to the overall Foliage Green finish – but more on that 
shortly. 
 

 
 

Camouflage and Markings 
 
There are at least five (5) colour schemes that can be attributed to the 
RAAF’s Ventura aircraft: 

• Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey un-
der surfaces (U.S sourced 'equivalent' paints for the stan-
dard RAF bomber scheme);  

• US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular 
(matt) Insignia White;  

• Overall Foliage Green;  
• US Navy Blue Grey upper surfaces and Light Grey under 

surfaces; and  
• Natural Metal Finish. 

 
 
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under sur-
faces. 
 
The twenty (20) B-34 Venturas delivered to the RAAF from USAAF 
stocks appear to have been finished in the U.S sourced 'equivalent' 
paints for the standard RAF bomber scheme of Dark Green & Dark 
Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces. An example of 
this scheme is shown in the attached photograph of A59-4. From the 

Aircraft’s Status Card, A59-4 was initially to be issued to 2 Squadron 
but instead went to the Special Duties Flight for trials and then 1 Air 
Performance Unit (a re-naming of SDF?). It is obvious from the aerial 
array attached to the aircraft’s fuselage (similar to the Beaufort’s) that 
the aircraft was indeed used for trials. A59-4 appears to have been 
stored with 1 Aircraft Depot from May 1944. 
 
 

B-34, 1 APU, A59-4, Laverton, 1944.  
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces. Note the colours are very worn in the photo and difficult to discern the 
difference on the upper surfaces. There is retouching in RAAF paints around the ASV aerials on the rear fuselage. 48" roundels carried in all six 
positions plus White serials. Also note fin flashes are carried on the inside of the fins also.  
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PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-T, A59-68, Gove, 1945.  
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. 36" roundels carried plus Black serials. Note fin flashes in reversed 

Overall Foliage Green. 
 
At first glance, the attached photograph of A59-89, SF-V, a 13 
Squadron PV-1 Ventura appears to be finished in a two-tone camou-
flage scheme. However, a closer examination of the aircraft shows 
that it had been completely repainted to conform with the RAAF or-
ders of the time for the finish to be applied to general reconnais-
sance aircraft – overall Foliage Green. Just look at the colour profile 
of SF-V, supported by photographic evidence. 13 Squadron therefore 
had at least one airframe that complied with the the current RAAF 
camouflage orders. 
If you look closely at the photograph, SF-V appears to be wearing 
nose art. It is very difficult to discern but it has the appearance of a 
small white running dog, possibly a variation of "Snifter", a popular 
cartoon character of the time. 
 
 
 
 

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-V, A59-89, Gove, 1945.  
Overall Foliage Green scheme (very worn in the photo). Small 24" roundels carried plus White serials. Note fin flashes in reversed colours again.  
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Natural Metal Finish. 
 
No camouflage section would be complete without a natural metal 
finish aircraft. In this case, it is A59-10, an ex-13 Squadron B-34, 
shown completely stripped of camouflage at Laverton, VIC post war. It 
is believed more B-34s may have operated in this scheme also in 
1945. 
 
 

 

US Navy Blue Grey and Light Grey. 
 
Just when you thought it was safe to assume that there were no fur-
ther camouflage schemes applied to the RAAF’s Venturas, the first 
two PV-1s A59-50 & 51 add to the grab bag of colours as the air-
frames are finished in the US Navy colours of Blue Grey and Light 
Grey. It is possible that A59-52 to 54 were also the same but we have 
not located photos of those airframes. From A59-55 onwards they 
appear to have all been delivered in the standard USN tri-colour 
scheme as per above. 
 
 
 
 

PV-1, 1 AD T & F (aka 'Ferry Flight'), A59-50, Darwin, 16 Dec 1944.  
US Navy Blue Grey and Light Grey. Very unusual scheme of the above colours with a mid fuselage demarcation line as used on a small number 
of early airframes. Small 24" roundels (fuselage) & 36" (underwing) carried plus White serials. This is a airframe being used to support the 
movement of 452 Sqn Spitfires from Darwin to Morotai. The AWM caption says it belonged to 37 Sqn but it appears to only be attached for the 
occasion from the Ferry Flight. There was however a 37 Sqn Lodestar also involved in this excercise. Note that all armament has been removed 
for it's ferry role.  

B-34, A59-10, Laverton, 1946.  
Overall Natural Metal. Small 30" roundels carried plus Black serials. Black 
anti-glare panel forward of cockpit. According to the History Card this ma-
chine spent most of it's time in storage, however going by the scheme it 
would not surprise me if it actually spent some time at 1 OTU as a trainer, 
especially as there are no entries on the card between May 1944 and 
1948.  
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Roundels, Codes, Serials and Fin Stripes. 
 
As mentioned earlier, in a refreshing and uncommon application of 
logic within the military, the Venturas were permitted to retain their US 
Navy delivery camouflage schemes. The only concession to their use 
in RAAF service was the change in their national markings. When ap-
plying the then standard blue and white roundels, there is photographic 
evidence that the 13 Squadron ‘erks’ took much pride in applying the 
RAAF insignia as well as the squadron codes "SF" and individual 
codes to their aircraft. Crisp edges to the roundels and fin stripes, and 
in some cases a thin black outline to the squadron codes applied to the 
fuselage of each aircraft. There is also evidence that these practices 
quickly changed as the realities of war and extended lines of logistics 
dictated a different approach. 
 

Above photograph is of PV-1 A59-101 (a machine which has never 
been identified to a code letter) which shows in almost pristine condi-
tion to the paintwork. Note how the camouflage demarcations are all a 
soft spray (something which is basically impossible to duplicate with my 
vector based drawing programme) which is pretty much standard on 
the PV-1s, and should be kept in mind when modelling these types. 
 
The colour profiles show just how different the application of roundels 
and squadron codes could be in an operational environment. Even 
though 13 Squadron operated mainly from the Australian mainland at 
Cooktown and Gove in the NT, the squadron obviously experienced dif-
ficulties with supply, including the availability of paint to recondition 
their aircraft. A brief glimpse at photographs of the Squadron’s aircraft 
late in the war shows some very shabby and war-weary airframes. 
 
As to the size of their roundels, 13 Squadron was little different to any 
other RAAF unit in the SWPA during World War II. The roundels varied 
both in size and proportion to their white centre. For example, the roun-
dels on the wings seemed to vary between 36" and 52" in diameter 
while those on the fuselage appeared to vary between 24", 30" 36" and 
48" in diameter, remembering that the size of the white portion of these 
roundels varied from small to large. 
 
The variations are mostly a function of when the airframes were re-
ceived from the USN and when individual airframes went into opera-

tional service with the RAAF. The B-34s and PV-1s in the range A59-
51 to 71 (at least) are normally seen with large 48" roundels applied to 
cover up the large USN roundels (Star in circle) which were worn on 
delivery in 1943. An excellent example is seen in the attached photo of 
A59-55.  
 
Later deliveries in 1944 would have carried the smaller 'Star and Bar' 
style of insignia when received from the USN. In these cases the bars 
were normally painted out with paints which are a very close match to 
the USN 'Intermediate Blue' colour (either locally mixed or acquired 
from USN stocks) and the cocarde portion of the U.S marking covered 
by a RAAF roundel of 36" diameter. This style is common on airframes 
in the range A59-72 to A59-90. Note however in the drawings else-
where the case of A59-75 which has roundels applied directly over the 
'Star and Bar' markings, leaving the bars intact (and carried only in the 
original U.S style of 4 locations only - there always has to be an excep-
tion !!). 
 
The attached photo of A59-85 SF-R 'Reluctant Dragon' (see elsewhere 
for full details and colour scheme drawing) is a very good example of 
the practices above. The bars have been painted out (in paint that IS 

NOT a very good match in this case) and smaller 36" RAAF roundels 
applied. Note that the roundels can have either 50% White portion as 
per this example or a larger proportion of White as seen on many of the 
examples in these articles.  
 
Deliveries made to the units in 1945 had small 24" or 30" roundels, 
usually with a 50% White portion (although there are exceptions - see 
A59-50 on Page 2). There are a small number of examples of this seen 
in the various illustrations (e.g A59-89 SF-V on Page 2).  
 
Not unusually, the tail fin blue and white stripes were either tall and 
slim, or short and squat – would you expect anything else? The rough 
dimensions for these anomalies were for the tall version, approximately 
36" high and 18" wide, whereas for the short version, the dimensions 
were approximately 27" high and 24" wide. In some cases, the colours 
were reversed! Most commonly the fin flashes are only carried on the 
outside of the vertical fins but there are a few examples in photos 
where they are applied to the inner faces also.  

 
The attached photo shows SF-P A59-59 in storage at Laverton post 
war. Note the 36" fuselage roundel, fin flashes carried on both sides of 
the fin, serial in White and the large size of the upper wing roundel 
(56" ?) on the machine in the foreground.  
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The code letters on 13 Squadron’s early aircraft were beautifully out-
lined in a thin black border. But as mentioned previously, all that was 
to change when the realities of of an extended logistic chain came into 
play. There is some conjecture today that 13 Squadron used yellow 
code letters outlined in black but as yellow was associated with training 
units, it is unlikely that an operational squadron was not required to 
conform to the colour codes of the day. Serials are variously applied in 
White, Black or Light Grey and there seems to be little order in what 
any individual scheme will carry. 
 
The nose cones of the Ventura are actually a clear plexiglass unit 
which covers the AN/ASD-1 airborne radar which is fitted behind the 
nose cone. In some cases, the nose cone was transparent but in the 
majority of cases it was covered by a canvas covering. This covering 
varied from Intermediate Blue, to non-specular Insignia White to the 
very extreme of Black. Late in the war however they were almost in-
variably White to reduce heat absorbtion in tropical areas which in ex-
treme cases could actually melt the plexiglass nose cone underneath. 
 
Nose Art. 
 
In keeping with the practice in other RAAF squadrons, personalised 
markings appeared on some 13 Squadron aircraft. Thanks to many 
private collections now being donated to the Australian War Memorial, 
The RAAF Museum at Point Cook and the RAAFA Museum at Bull 
Creek (AHMWA), we now have photographic evidence of such mark-
ings as "Wiff-Oh", "The Reluctant Dragon", "Southern Job", "Ye Boss" 
and "Shanghai Lil". . We are curently searching for a photograph of 
"Coffee Pot". There is also the possibility that SF-X, the personal 
mount of one E.G. Whitlam and others carried nose art as well but this 
is yet to be confirmed from photographic evidence currently available. 
 
A summary of nose art carrying RAAF Venturas is: 

 
Note: There is some conjecture about the identity of the aircraft carry-
ing the "Wiff-Oh" nose art. The Lockheed File lists A59-81, SF-D as 
carrying the bathing beauty and name. However, the AWM shows a 
print with the "Wiff-Oh" nose art but with A59-67 etched onto it. The 
Lockheed File lists A59-67 as being coded variously SF-F, SF-O and 
SF-K. 
 
In the 13 Sqn History however on Page 145, Keith Sadd (former 13 
SQN WAG) states that the A59-67 etched into the negative only indi-
cates that the photo was taken from that airframe and that 'Wiff Oh' in 
the photo is actually A59-81. There you go, it appears that the famous 
RAAF Museum restoration was incorrect in having the serial A59-67 
applied to it.  

Serial      Model Code  Nose Art  Comments 
 
A59-56     PV-1   SF-T   "Coffee Pot"   Crashed into sea off 
Gove, NT – written off 
 
A59-72     PV-1   SF-T   "Southern Job"    Also SF-F. Dam-
aged beyond repair, Balikpapan 
 
A59-81     PV-1   SF-D   "Wiff-Oh"  Slid off trestles during 
maintenance, Labuan. Damaged beyond repair. 
 
A59-85     PV-1   SF-R   "The Reluctant Dragon"   
  
A59-89     PV-1   SF-V   Appears to be running dog   
  
A59-67     PV-1   SF-O  Fish & Jeep artwork  Positive ID not 
yet made but probably correct 
 
A59-70     PV-1   SF-X   Unidentified    Positive ID not yet 
made but probably correct. F/Lt E.G.Whitlam was the Navi-
gator 
 
A59-103   PV-1   SF-A, (earlier SF-U)  "Ye Boss" Positive ID 
not yet made but probably CO’s aircraft 
 
?                PV-1  SF-?   "Shanghai Lil" Serial and code un-
known 
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13 Squadron 
13 Squadron was the only RAAF squadron to operationally use the 
Ventura in Australia and the SWPA. A brief chronology of 13 Squad-
ron’s operational history is as follows: 

• June 1940. The squadron was formed at Darwin and was 
initially equipped with Avro Ansons transferred from 12 
Squadron but quickly re-equipped with Lockheed Hudsons. 
The Squadron’s Hudsons were detached to the Nether-
lands East Indies, but after incurring heavy losses, they 
were recalled to Darwin.  

• February 1942. Japanese air raids on Darwin force the 
squadron to relocate to Daly Waters, NT. General recon-
naissance and bombing missions continued from the new 
base.  

• May 1942. Continuing air raids again cause a further with-
drawal to Hughes, NT.  

• April 1943. The squadron became non-operational and was 
relocated to Canberra, ACT to again re-equip, this time with 
DAP Beaufort Mk VIII and Lockheed B-34 aircraft.  

• November/December 1943. A detachment of Beauforts 
conducted maritime patrols and reconnaissance from Coffs 
Harbour, NSW and another detachment, consisting of Ven-
turas, conducted similar missions from Camden, NSW. 
Later after the Beauforts were replaced by B-34s, the de-
tachment at Coffs Harbour consisted of PV-1s with the B-
34s remaining at Canberra.  

• May/June 1944. The squadron moved to Cooktown, QLD 
by which time it consisted entirely of PV-1 Venturas having 
relinquished it's B-34 at the end of April.  

• August 1944. The squadron moved to Gove, NT from 
where it conducted anti-shipping and anti-submarine pa-
trols, and undertook strikes into the Netherlands East In-
dies and Timor.  

• August 1945. The squadron again moved, this time to 
Morotai and Labuan. From mid month, operations con-
sisted mainly of patrols and leaflet drops. The ground party 

started the journey in May 1945, with the aircraft and rear 
party only moving to Labuan when the aerodrome and 
camp site were completed in August.  

• September 1945. After the japanese surrender, the squad-
ron’s aircraft were stripped of armament and evacuated 
Australian POWs home. Courier flights were also con-
ducted between Singapore and Darwin.  

• January 1946. Squadron was officially disbanded on 11 
January 1946.  

• July 1989. 13 Squadron reformed at Darwin as a non-flying 
Reserve unit. 
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Serial       Model       Code(s)           Name/Nose Art                                Comments 
 
A59-1          B-34                                                                                                    28/12/43 - 28/4/44 
A59-5          B-34                                                                                                    28/12/43 - 28/4/44 
A59-6          B-34                                                                                                    1/1/44 - 4/5/44 
A59-7          B-34                                                                                                    5/1/44 - 28/4/44 
A59-8          B-34                                                                                                    28/12/43 - 1/5/44 
A59-10        B-34                                                                                                    30/12/43 - 4/5/44 
A59-11        B-34                                                                                                    22/2/44 - 1/5/44 
A59-12        B-34                                                                                                    2/3/44 - 4/5/44 
A59-14        B-34                                                                                                    5/2/44 - 5/5/44 
A59-15        B-34                                                                                                    2/2/44 - 4/5/44 
A59-19        B-34                                                                                                    2/1/44 - 8/5/44 
A59-51        PV-1           SF-X                                                                                 12/9/43 - 24/10/43 Taxying Accident. Converted to transport, 
                                                                                                                                allocated callsign VHRGM in Feb 45 
A59-52        PV-1                                                                                                    15/8/43 - 10/11/43 Crashed Canberra. Converted to transport, 
                                                                                                                               allocated callsign VHRGN 
A59-53        PV-1           SF-W                                                                                27/8/43 - 6/6/45 Taxying Accident Gove 
A59-54        PV-1                                                                                                  12/9/43 - 22/11/43 Landing Accident. Crashed through boundary 
                                                                                                                               fence Archerfield, QLD - to components 
A59-55        PV-1                                                                                                    17/9/43 - 7/12/43 Crashed and destroyed at Gundarro, ACT - to 
                                                                                                                                components 
A59-56        PV-1           SF-T               “ Coffee Pot"                                              1/10/43 - 17/10/44 to 14 ARD for double engine change.  
                                                                                                                                6/12/44 - 28/1/45 Crashed into sea off Gove, NT - written off 
A59-57        PV-1           SF-S                                                                                 16/10/43 - 28/10/44 to 14 ARD for double engine change. Con- 
                                                                                                                                verted to transport, allocated callsign VHRGO 
A59-58        PV-1                                                                                                   17/11/43 - 1/1/44 Crashed through boundary fence at Camden - 
                                                                                                                                to components 
A59-59        PV-1           SF-P                                                                                 16/11/43 - 16/2/44 to 5 AD for 240 hourly inspection. 
                                                                                                                               6/12/44 - 23/1/45 to 4 RSU for double engine change 
A59-60        PV-1           SF-O                                                                                 23/11/43 - 22/3/45 Bellylanded Gove, to repair at 14 ARD. Con- 
                                                                                                                               verted to transport, allocated callsign VHRGP 
A59-61        PV-1           SF-X, SF-U                                                                      20/1/44 - 12/10/44 to 4 RSU for 240 hourly inspection. 
                                                                                                                          1/1/45 - 21/5/45 Converted to transport, allocated callsign VHRGQ 
A59-62        PV-1           SF-T, SF-U                                                                      27/12/43 - 23/6/45 to 2 AD FF 
A59-63        PV-1                                                                                                   27/12/43 - 3/11/44 to 14 ARD for double engine change. 
                                                                                                     5/3/45 - 27/6/45 - to 1 AD FF. Converted to transport, allocated callsign VHRGR 
A59-64        PV-1           SF-H                                                                                 16/4/44 - 2/10/44 to 4 RSU for double engine change. 
                                                                                                                               17/12/44 - 2/1/46 to storage 
A59-65        PV-1           SF-R, SF-Z                                                                       22/1/1944 - 10/11/44 to 14 ARD for double engine change. 
                                                                                                                               21/1/45 - 3/1/46 to storage 
A59-66        PV-1                                                                                          29/3/44 - 21/8/44 Damaged beyond repair in crash at Camden, NSW 
A59-67        PV-1           SF-F, SF-O, SF-K                                                             24/2/44 - 25/10/44 to 4 RSU for 240 hourly inspection. 
                                                                                                                                27/11/44 - 5/2/45 to 14 ARD for double engine change. 
                                                                                                                                27/5/45 - 2/1/46 to storage 
A59-68        PV-1           SF-L                                                                                  3/1/45 - 17/12/45 to storage 
A59-69        PV-1           SF-W                                                                                 29/4/44 - 2/11/44 to 4 RSU for 240 hourly inspection. 
                                                                                                                                5/6/45 - 8/1/46 to storage 
A59-70        PV-1           SF-Y, SF-X ?                                                                     1/9/44 - 13/2/45 to 14 ARD for double engine change. 
                                                                                                                                13/5/45 - 8/1/46 Abandoned Koepang, destroyed in situ 
A59-71        PV-1           SF-Q                                                                                  16/10/44 - 6/1/46 to storage. 
A59-72        PV-1           SF-T, SF-F       "Southern Job"                                          6/5/44 - 15/2/45 to 14 ARD for double engine change. 
                                                                                                        5/7/45 - 25/10/45 Damaged beyond repair, Balikpapan, with 18 RSU 25/11/45 
A59-73        PV-1           SF-O                                                                                  8/6/45 - 5/10/45 
A59-75        PV-1           SF-Q, SF-P and SF-U                                         26/9/44 - 2/10/44 Landed wheels retracted at Gove. To 4 RSU for repair. 
A59-76        PV-1           SF-J, SF-E                           1/5/44 - 8/11/45 Damaged beyond repair, ground loop at Labuan - converted to components 
A59-77        PV-1           SF-D, SF-M                                                                       16/5/44 - 14/12/44 to 4 RSU for 240 hourly inspection. 
                                                                                                                                16/3/45 - 2/1/46 to storage 
A59-78        PV-1           SF-J                                                                                   12/5/44 - 4/6/45 to 14 ARD for double engine change. 
                                                                                                                                19/9/45 - 31/12/45 to storage. 
A59-79        PV-1           SF-B, SF-F                      18/5/44 - 24/6/45 Forcelanded Gove. Airscrew hit ground on take off due to contraction of U/C. 
A59-81        PV-1           SF-A, SF-D      "Wiff-Oh"                                                    25/5/44 - 13/12/44 To 14 ARD for 240 Hour inspection.  
                                                                                           5/3/45 - 8/10/45 Slid off trestles during maintenance, Labuan. Damaged beyond repair. 
A59-83        PV-1                                                               28/7/44 - 23/10/44 Ditched en route Gove to Higgins, double engine failure. Written off. 
A59-84        PV-1           SF-N                                                        25/10/44 - 27/1/45 Crashed and burned Gould Strip near Batchelor, NT. Written off.  
A59-85        PV-1           SF-R                 "The Reluctant Dragon"                             25/10/44 - 16/10/45. Tail wheel broken in taxying accident 
                                                                                                                                 28/11/45, Labuan while with 1 RSU.  
A59-86        PV-1           SF-G, SF-C                                                                               18/2/45 - 4/45 (attached to 4 CU at 20/4). 
                                                                                                                         2/6/45 - 2/10/45. Converted to transport, allocated callsign VHRGU. 
A59-89        PV-1           SF-V                                                                                            23/6/45 - 19/12/45 to storage.  
A59-95        PV-1           SF-S, SF-Y                                                                                6/4/45 - 26/5/45 To 14 ARD for 240 Hour inspection.  
                                                                                                                 30/7/45 - 8/1/46. Unserviceable at Kallang, Singapore. Destroyed in situ. 
A59-98        PV-1           SF-T                                                                                            6/4/45 - 6/11/45 To 1 RSU for repair, details unk. 
A59-99        PV-1           SF-M, SF-K                                                                               20/2/45 - 6/9/45 Crashed and burned on take off, Balikpapan. 
A59-100       PV-1                                                                                                                 16/7/45 - 6/10/45. To 81 Wing for transport duties. 
A59-101       PV-1           SF-B                                                                                            21/5/45 - 6/1/46 to storage 
A59-103       PV-1           SF-U, SF-A      "Ye Boss"                                                   31/1/45 - 26/5/45 To 14 ARD for 240 Hour inspection.  
                                                                                                                                 10/8/45 - 8/1/46 to storage 
A59-104       PV-1           SF-S                                                                                            6/4/45 - 6/1/46 to storage 
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13 Squadron’s Venturas 
A list of 13 Squadron’s B-34 (Mark IIA) and PV-1 Venturas is attached 
on the previous page.  
 
Camouflage and Markings  
Roundels, Codes, Serials and Fin Stripes.  
Nose Art. 
See Page 6 for a discussion of these aspects of the Venturas in 13 
Sqn service, also the drawings and attached notes should be perused 
closely for any additional comments therein re specific machines. 
  
Notes: 

1.     There were at least fifteen (15) airframes that carried differ-
ent squadron codes at varying times and thirteen (13) in-
stances of the use of the same individual aircraft code letter 
on different airframes. 

2.     The letter "T" was used four (4) times as was the letter "U". 
3.     The letters "F" "O" "S" and "X" were used three (3) times. 
4.     The letters "A", "B", "J", "K", "M", "P", "R" and "Y" were all 

used twice. 
5.     All other letters were used except "I" which is normal as the 

RAAF orders at the time precluded the use of "I" as an indi-
vidual aircraft code. Although the letter "C" was also banned 
from use, it was used on A59-86. 

6.     Code Letters in Bold are tie-ups which have been located 
during the course of the research for this article and are not 
listed yet in other references such as the Lockheed File. 

7.     The above stats obviously apply only to known tie-ups. For 
instance the B-34s were all operated by 'A' flight but no tie-
ups are yet known. 

 
References: 

1.     13 Squadron Listing, The Lockheed File: www.adastron.
com/lockheed/ventura/13sqn.htm 

2.     Ventura listing, The Lockheed File: www.adastron.com/
lockheed/ventura/ventlist.htm 

3.     A59 Lockheed Ventura PV-1, ADF Serials: www.adf-serials.
com/2a59.shtml 

4.     RAAF Museum: www.raafmuseum.com.au/raaf2/html/

left_vent.htm 
5.     Australian War Memorial: www.awm.gov.au 

 
Eleven (11) B-34 Venturas served with 13 Squadron from Dec 1943 to 
April 1944 equipping 'A' flight which was based at Canberra. They 
were delivered to the RAAF from USAAF stocks and appear to have 
been finished in the U.S sourced 'equivalent' paints for the standard 
RAF bomber scheme of Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and 
Sky Grey under surfaces. This is the only known photo of an example 
that can be confirmed as having been with the unit, so it is unfortunate 
that it is taken from an angle where the serial cannot be read. 
 
A couple of points to note are the operational fitment of ASV aerials 
on the rear fuselage (4 units only, not 8 as on the test airframe A59-4) 
and underwing - fitted to both Port and Starboard. Also there is an 
additional beam gun mounted each side compared to the kits (see 
other B-34 profiles for the location of the one to Port). 

B-34, 13 Sqn, A59-unk, Canberra, early 1944.  
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces. 48" roundels carried in all six positions plus White serials (serial unknown 
unfortunately). White 'D'. Also note fin flashes are carried on the inside of the fins also.  

As mentioned on Page 2, it is known that the first two PV-1s A59-50 & 
51 are finished in the US Navy colours of Blue Grey and Light Grey. It is 
possible that A59-52 to 54 were also the same but we have not located 
photos of those airframes. From A59-55 onwards they appear to have 
all been delivered in the standard USN tri-colour scheme. 
 
The colour demarcation is unusual in being mid fuselage. Note also that 
when originally delivered, both of these airframes (50 & 51) had 48" U.S 
cocardes painted on both the rear fuselage (covered by the RAAF roun-
del) and on the nose. In one of these photos you can see the slightly 
different coloured paint where the roundel on the nose has been painted 
out after receipt.  
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The majority of 13 Squadron’s aircraft were invariably delivered in the 
traditional three colour US Navy combination of Sea Blue, Intermedi-
ate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. In RAAF service, the 
‘powers that be’ classified the Ventura as general reconnaisance 
bombers. As such, they should have been painted overall Foliage 
Green in keeping with the camouflage finish orders of the day. 
 
However, as the Venturas were intended for use on anti-shipping 
strikes and convoy escort duties, common sense prevailed as it soon 
became evident (a win for the air crews) that the US delivery scheme 
would be far more appropriate and effective in their intended role over 
water. If current orders were to have been followed to the letter, all the 
Venturas would have been repainted overall Foliage Green!  

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-X, A59-51, Bundaberg, 26 Oct 1943.  
US Navy Blue Grey and Light Grey. 48" roundels carried on fuselage & 
36" on wings (upper & lower). White codes, Black serials and fin flashes 
also on inside of fins. Nose cone has transparent upper half.  

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-T, A59-56, Canberra, 1944.  
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. 48" roundels carried on fuselage & 36" on wings (upper & lower). 
White codes, Light Grey serials and fin flashes also on inside of fins. This airframe is very unusual for an RAAF machine in having an additional 
beam gun mounting in the clear circular camera hatch, on the lower rear fuselage per the Squadron 'in Action' book covering USN PV-1s.  
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Some of the PV-1s had their White Code Letters outlined in Black. 
This however is not as common as some sources would have you 
believe and appears to be confined to a few airframes. This machine 
has been drawn elsewhere as being serial A59-68 but that appears to 
be in error as SF-U was A59-62 at this period. 

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-U, A59-62, location uncertain but it may be Canberra, 1943/4.  
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. 48" roundels carried on fuselage & 36" on wings (upper & lower). 
White codes (outlined in Black), Light Grey serials and fin flashes also on inside of fins.  

This is a very important photo historically. Some people would be aware 
that the former P.M of Australia, E.G.Whitlam, served as a Navigator 
with 13 Sqn during with W.W.II. He held the rank of Flying Officer for 
most of his time with the unit, eventually being discharged as a Flight 
Lieutenant. However to my knowledge the aircraft that he flew have 
never been identified before. 
 
F/O Whitlam was the usual Navigator for the crew of F/O Gourdie. This 
crew flew airframes A59-57, 83 and 70 at different periods on a regular 
basis. The attached photo was captioned as being A59-104 in the col-
lections of both the RAAF Museum and the AHMWA. Due to the obvi-
ous differences with the markings of A59-104 (see scheme below), I 
was not so sure however and did some manipulation of the very dark 
original print which showed the serial to probably be either A59-57 or 
67. 
 
Confirmation that this was indeed A59-57 was a bit more difficult how-
ever. The serial listing on the 'Lockheed' site does not give a code for 
either A59-57 or 67 and the 13 Sqn ORB (Operational Record Book) in 
line with most, only refers to the airframes by serial numbers. Eventu-
ally I turned up a written report on the NAA (Aust Archives) site on one 
particular operation in Oct 1944, which listed the six airframes involved 
by Pilot and Code Letters. Cross referencing with the serial numbers in 
the ORB confirmed that A59-57 WAS SF-S at the time. 

  
This is therefore the first full identification for a scheme for one of the 
airframes flown by F/O E.G.Whitlam. Further information on his career 
can be found at the Whitlam Institute website at 'http://www.whitlam.
org/collection'. On that site there are several photos of another machine 
flown by him. It is NOT A59-57, we believe we know which airframe it is 
but research is still ongoing into that regard.  

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-S, A59-57, Cooktown or Gove, 1944, Navigator F/O E.G Whitlam.  
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. 48" roundels carried on fuselage & 36" on wings (upper & lower). 
White codes, Black serials and fin flashes also on inside of fins.  
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This 13 Sqn airframe shows several unusual aspects to it's markings. 
First the 36" roundels have been applied directly over the original USN 
'Star & Bar' markings without painting out the bars first (and are only in 
the standard U.S style of 4 positions i.e none below the port or above the 
starboard wings). This is the only known instance of this style of mark-
ings on our Venturas. 
 
Secondly the codes are not in White. The scheme has been illustrated 
elsewhere with Light Grey codes but I think it is more likely that they are 
the official RAAF colour for such in 1943/4 of Sky Blue. The codes to 
Starboard are outlined, those to Port are not. Finally the nose cone is 
completely transparent with the Radar installation showing through.  

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-Q, A59-75, Gove, 2 Oct 1944.  
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. 36" roundels carried in 4 positions (see notes above). Sky Blue 
codes and Black serials with reversed fin flashes.  
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Pretty standard for the later airframes, this one has 30" fuselage roun-
dels. There are mission markings below the cockpit, 7 in the upper row 
and 2 in a 2nd row. 

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-E, A59-76, Labuan, 8 Nov 1945.  
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. 30" roundels carried on fuselage. White codes and Light Grey seri-
als.  

Unlike SF-S A59-57 earlier, this one really is serial A59-104. It also has 
the later style of 30" fuselage roundels, plus different code letters to the 
earlier example. 
 
The final variation used by 13 Sqn is the single known example that 
they had in the overall Foliage Green scheme (SF-V A59-89) which is 
illustrated on Page 2. We still have quite a bit more 13 Sqn material 
which will be presented in the next issue along with any new info turned 
up in the interim.  

PV-1, 13 Sqn, SF-S, A59-104, location uncertain but probably Gove, 1945.  
US Navy Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue and non-specular (matt) Insignia White. 30" roundels carried on fuselage. White codes and Black serials 
with reversed fin flashes. The small '67' on the rudder (and also '99' on A59-75 above) is in White.  
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To round off our look at Ventura schemes in this issue, I have included 
more info on the B-34s in RAAF service and the PV-1s with the small 
misc units below. 
 
Several sources have identified this airframe as being A59-3 of 13 Sqn 
at Gove N.T. While it is undoubtedly A59-3 and the photo may very well 
be taken at Gove, 13 Sqn did not have any B-34s on strength after their 
move to Cooktown in May 44 (they moved to Gove in Aug 44). 
 
The fact that the airframe has been de-armed points to the high likeli-
hood of the photo being taken while this machine was with the 1 AD TF 
( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) in the 2nd half of 1944. They probably dropped into 
Gove for some reason during one of their runs where the photo was 
taken.  
 
Another point is that at first glance this airframe appears to be one 
overall colour which would point to an overall Foliage Green scheme. 
Close examination of my larger original scan however shows camo 
demarcation lines on the upper surface which points to it actually being 
in the usual Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey 
under surfaces approximating the standard RAF bomber scheme.  

B-34, 1 AD T & F (aka 'Ferry Flight'), A59-3, Gove, 1944  
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces. Note the colours are very worn in the photo and difficult to discern the 
difference on the upper surfaces. 48" roundels carried in all six positions plus White serials. Also note fin flashes are probably carried on the in-
side of the fins as this was the usual for the B-34s.  

The story on A59-17 is fairly straight forward, it saw service with the 
Test Pilots Training Flight in 1944 and 1 AD T & F ( aka ‘Ferry Flight’ ) 
in 1945. This photo taken when in storage post war shows a good view 
of the RAF style camouflage (obviously the colours of both the camou-
flage and the national markings have greatly faded by this stage).  
 
A couple of points to note are that there is the mounting for an addi-
tional beam gun in the window forward of the door on this Port side plus 
a similar mounting on the Starboard side in a different window further 
aft that can be seen through the open door. These additional gun posi-
tions seem to be standard on our B-34s and will have to be added to 
any model built using the RAF Ventura kits. 
 
Also note that in line with other B-34s it has 4 aerial mounts on the rear 
fuselage each side plus a 'Yagi' type aerial mounting under each wing. 

B-34, A59-17, Laverton, 1946/7  
Dark Green & Dark Earth upper surfaces and Sky Grey under surfaces. Note the colours are very faded in the photo. 48" roundels carried in all 
six positions plus White serials. Also note fin flashes carried on the inside of the fins as was the usual for the B-34s.  
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The first photo comes via Mick Mirkovic at AHMWA (ref P014551) and 
was taken at Laverton. Thus it appears to show A59-2 which was based 
there with 1 APU during the war. Points to note are the position of the 
window with the aditional beam gun mounting on this Starboard side 
and the blister above the cockpit canopy which appears to be non stan-
dard for the type. 
 
The other two photos are of B-34s being used for training purposes in 
the USA and are included to show the camouflage pattern that was ap-
plied to these types. Note however that from photos there is a reason-
able amount of variation in the pattern from one airframe to another.  

In the airframe listings on Page 4, it is noted that A59-89 served with 
CFS at Point Cook before it passed to 13 Sqn in 1945. At this stage it 
was in the same overall colour scheme of Foliage Green that it wore 
with 13 Sqn but here it is freshly painted rather than heavily weathered 
which it was later. 

PV-1, CFS, A59-89, Point Cook, 1944/5.  
Overall Foliage Green scheme (freshly painted in the photo). Small 24" 
roundels carried plus White serials. Note fin flashes in reversed colours 
again. Note- the small dog emblem is probably NOT carried at this stage.  
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Photos of the Venturas converted to Transport configuration are very 
rare. The only ones that I have ever seen is this batch of RAAF Offi-
cial photos held in the AWM collection. They appear to show two 
machines from 11 CU (Comm Unit) and were taken at Labuan on 06 
Oct 45. They show two machines in the overall Foliage Green 
scheme with armament removed (the turret is completely removed 
and plated over). The only other thing to watch is the additional aer-
ial mast on the rear upper fuselage which is not standard. 

PV-1, 11 CU, A59-88, Labuan, 6 Oct 1945.  
Overall Foliage Green scheme. Small 24" roundels carried plus White 
serials. Note fin flashes in reversed colours again.  
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Modelling the Ventura  
 
1/72 Scale 
 
Most 1/72 scale Lockheed Venturas have their roots in the Sunny Venturas. Acad-
emy produce the Ventura in each version, enabling the modeller to produce a 
RAAF Mark 1, Mark II, B-34 and PV-1. The basic differences between the various 
marks has been covered in an earlier section. Quoting from the modeller’s bible, 
before setting out to do your RAAF Ventura, which ever model, "check your refer-
ences". 
 
In particular, use your photographic references to determine the large number of 
and varied sizes in the application of RAAF roundels and fin stripes, and squadron 
codes. 
 
In addition there was the Frog/Novo kit – not as good as the Sunny/Academy 
moulds (re-released under several USSR brand names) and a very good vacform 
from Rareplanes. 
 
1/48 Scale 
 
Modellers in this scale have the choice of the Koster Ventura vacform kit or the 
recently released Fondiere Miniatures PV-1 Ventura injection moulded kit. 
 
If you elect to model a B-34 Ventura, then you’ll need the Koster kit as it provides 
the appropriate glass nose as well as the Martin dorsal turret. With the FM kit 
however, you can only model the later PV-1 Ventura. Both are expensive but 
excellent kits, and the expenditure is well worth it. 
 
Note - we intend to have a detailed analysis of the various Ventura kits in both 
scales in the next issue of 'in Miniature'. 
 
 
Instrument Panel 
 
For those modellers wishing to super-detail their Ventura, 2 photo-
graphs of the instrument panels of Ventura Mark IIs are shown here. 
This is the standard single pilot configuration used on RAF Attack air-
craft (remembering these airframes were originally built for the RAF). 
The PV-1 cockpit is identical apart from a 2nd pilot position and con-
trols added to Starboard. 
 
 
Technical Data (PV-1 Ventura) 

• All metal stressed-skin construction. General reconnaisance 
bomber with five (5) man crew.  

• Two x 2,000 hp Pratt & Whitney R2800-31 engines.  
• Span 65’ 6", length 51’ 9" and height 13’ 2".  
• Weight: 20,197 lb empty and 31,077 lb loaded.  
• Maximum speed 312 mph at 13,800’ ft. Cruising speed 163 

mph. Service ceiling 26,300 ft. Climb 2,230 ft/min initial. 
Range 1,600 miles.  

• Armament: 2 x .50 fixed machine guns in nose; 2 x .50 guns 
in the dorsal turret; 2 x .30 guns in the ventral position. Pro-
vision for 6 x 500 lb bombs or 6 x 325 lb depth charges. 

•  
•  

Next Issue 
Yes there is a large amount of Ventura related material to come yet. In 
the next issue we hope to have:  
 

• More 13 Sqn colour schemes including several examples 
with Nose Art.  

• Coverage of the Ventura Mk.II in service with 464 Sqn 
RAAF in the U.K.  

• Coverage of the Ventura Mk.V (PV-1) in service with 459 
Sqn RAAF in the Meditteranean.  

• Detailed reviews of the available kits; and  
• A few detailed photos of various aspects of the airframes. 

 
 
Final Note  
 
Photos used in this series come from the following sources - Dick 
Hourigan, AHMWA via Mick Mirkovic, RAAF Museum, RAAF Official & 
the AWM collection. Photos from the AWM collection are used in ac-
cordance with the conditions listed on their website.  
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 Recently I turned up a copy of a rare RAAF Official photo showing Miles Hawk A37-4, camouflaged in the standard RAAF training scheme of the 
time (early 1942) of RAAF Foliage Green/ Earth Brown and Yellow under surfaces with 36" Yellow bands around the rear fuselage and above the 
wings. 
 
 This airframe was an impressed civil machine (being previously G-ACYZ/VH-ACC). It's basic history was - gifted to RAAF 10/02/41. With 1EFTS 
10/02/41 and up until 06/04/42. With 1CF (Comm Flight) from 20/04/42. To ANSETT 19/02/43. Back with 1CF 14/05/43. To Point Cook 26/07/45. 
To CFS 05/08/45. It went overseas post war and is reputedly stored in a dismantled state in Canada. 
 
The Miles Hawk series was developed through a number of different models into the Hawk Trainer Mk.III which became the Miles Magister in 
Military service. Thus it is possible to convert a Magister into a Hawk Major with a fair bit of work. There are 5 view plans at the following website 
which will assist anyone who is looking for a different RAAF model. Dimensions are on another page on the same site - 'http://members.aol.com/
warwicaero/milesaircraft/aircraft/m02illus.htm' . 

�����������	
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Photo taken at 1 EFTS in probably Mar/Apr 1942. Note the NEI Lodestar in the background which would have been an escapee 
from the fighting in Java etc. The DH-82 Tiger Moth is painted in the standard training scheme of overall Yellow as applied in 
1940/41 but the subject Hawk is in the later half camouflaged/ half Yellow scheme that was introduced in 1942. 

Miles M.2H Hawk Major, 1 EFTS, A37-4, Parafield SA, Mar/Apr 1942. 
RAAF Foliage Green/ Earth Brown upper surfaces and Yellow under surfaces. 36" Yellow bands around the rear fuselage and above the wings. 
Serial A37-4 in Black. Note the fuselage roundel does not actually have a Black surround, it is only shown here as such to differentiate it from 
the predominantly Yellow fuselage. 
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The photos show the recovery and rebuild of Wapiti A5-24 after a crash at Harrington (near Taree), sometime it is believed in the 1930s. No fur-
ther info on the incident is available as this crash is not amongst the accident reports on the NAA (Aust Archives) site. 
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 "Los Tiznaos" (literally translated means "soot coloured ones") so the 
name obviously has a colloquical meaning which is not readily trans-
lated. 
 
 The first couple of months of the war saw every political party, ethnic 
association and trade union forming militia columns, with possession of 
armoured vehicles increasing their prestige, if not military efficiency. 
These were based on virtually every type of van /truck chassis available 
and varied from rudimentary to quite complex, with the conversions 
being carried out by small metal working shops /foundaries. The cover-
ing was presumably sheet steel rather than armour plate. 
 
 Most of these were built for the Republicans, although the Carlists re-
portedly constructed 8 such vehicles and other Nationalist forces made 
use of captured "tiznaos" certainly until early 1937. Total number of 
such vehicles built was probably in excess of 230 and to date 94 distinct 
designs have been identified from photographs. Their use seems to 
have ceased by the middle of 1937, by which time relatively large num-
bers Soviet/German/Italian vehicles had arrived in Spain. 
 
 Any reader wishing to learn more about these fascinating vehicles is 
referred to 'Los Medios Blindades de Ruedas en Espana' volume 1 - 
published by Fueron Ediciones and available from Platypus Publications 
here in Australia (see Ley at IPMS Club meetings). 

This model is a miniature of a tiznao fabricated in the Valencia area and 
allegedly used in the abortive Republican attempt to recapture Majorca. 
The basis is the ambulance from the Airfix 1/76 Airfield Emergency Set. 
 
 The chassis, bonnet and front mudguards were assembled as the in-
structions after which a slightly wider rear tray was added along with 
civilian style running boards. The drive train, axles and exhaust are as 
the kit but one wheel was slightly modified and used (as a master to 
mould 5 more in resin, as this tiznao has double rear wheels. I assumed 
the vehicle was left-hand drive so the appropriate modifications were 
made to the cab interior. The model at this stage was spray painted a 
non-descript medium green as might be found on a commercial vehicle 
and the various details picked out in appropriate colours. 
 
 The final task was to fabricate the steel box which covered most of the 
vehicle from plasticard of various thickness with appropriate detailing 
from card and stretched sprue. As my reference was incomplete, I as-
sumed there was an access door in the front right-hand side and cut 
this out to provide a view of the "internals". This superstructure was 
then painted light grey inside and out and fitted to the truck body. The 
last task was to fit the pre painted front plate complete with holes for 
headlights and starter handle and associated stays. 
 
The accompaying photographs show details of the work required - 

��#�$�	����$��
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by Ley Reynolds 
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 Introduction 
 
 One of the things that I believe really helps to accentuate the three 
dimensional nature of a model (aircraft in particular) is the highlighting 
of the panel lines that criss-cross its surface. Panel lines that have had 
subtle shading applied, help to give the model's surface some visual 
depth. Like most modelling techniques, it is easy to overdo, which then 
becomes distracting. 
 
 I have experimented considerably with what works best (to my eye 
anyway) on modern aircraft subjects. 
 
 What follows is a step-by-step guide to my technique. In no way do I 
advocate this as the only or even the best way to highlight panel lines. I 
simply hope that by sharing it, you might find something useful for your-
self. 
 
 They say a picture is worth a thousand words, so rather than talk you 
to death (or sleep), I have a brief introduction to the challenges of panel 
lines, the paints and colours I find work best and then its straight into 
the pictures. 
 
The Challenges 
 
 The method that I will describe involves washing a thinned paint into 
the panel lines. As can imagine this requires recessed panel lines to 
work. I have read of methods for highlighting raised panel lines, but I 
have never tried this (I prefer to re-scribe the panel lines for these older 
kits). 
 
 Having said that, even newer kits that have recessed panel lines re-
quire some prep work if you are planning on washing them. In their 
attempt to make the panel lines on kits very subtle and appropriate to 
the scale of the model, manufacturers (Hasegawa is a good example) 
have inadvertently made it more difficult to get a wash to stay in the 
panel lines. 

 
 Why is this ? Well its because the panel lines are too shallow and after 
you apply perhaps several coats of paint, gloss clear (for decals) etc, 
the panel lines fill up !! This means our wash will not stay in the recess 
and can ruin the effect. 
 
Preparation: Pre-Scribing 
 
 Preparing for a panel wash, actually begins long before you paint the 
model. In fact, in most cases it can begin even before you assemble 
the model. This is because the right time to pre-scribe our panel lines 
is when each part is easiest to work with (ie its not attached to other 
parts). 
 
 We do this by using a scribing tool and lightly tracing over the existing 
panel lines, while the kit is still in pieces. This deepens and sharpens 
the existing panel lines and makes our later task of panel washing eas-
ier. I find that during this process  you do not need to press down with 
the scriber, just the weight of the tool alone (providing it is sharp) will 
remove enough plastic for our purposes.  
 
 I have found that not all kits require pre-scribing. For example, the 
picture at the top of this article is of the Revell 1/48 Rafale. The panel 
lines on this kit are deep and sharp enough to not require additional 
work from us. As you become more experienced with washes, you will 
get a feel for those panel lines that will and those that will not require 
pre-scribing. 
 
 To further illustrate, consider the two pictures below. Both are of the 
Hasegawa A-4 Skyhawk kit. The one of the left was painted and the 
panel wash applied with no pre-scribing. The one on the right (built 
after the lesson learned from the left one) was painted and washed 
after the kit panel lines had received a light pre-scribing. If you look 
closely, you will see that the panel lines on the right Skyhawk are more 
evident and more consistent. 
 

by Gary Wickham 
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What Paint and Colour ? 
 
 The choice of paint type (enamel, acrylic, water, ink etc) and colour 
(black, brown, oil etc) that you use for panel washes is an important 
one. Why ? Well, to make our job of washing panel lines easier, we 
need a paint that flows well when thinned, is easily removed with thin-
ner when dry and is capable of holding its colour when applied in a 
very thin mixture. 
 
 As you follow through the steps below, you will see that I always seal 
the final paint scheme on my models with an acrylic gloss clear finish.
I do this for two reasons. 
 
1. To provide a suitable surface to apply the decals on. 
2. To seal and protect the paint scheme from the panel wash proc-
ess. 
 
 The choice of acrylic gloss clear is worth explaining. I choose gloss 
clear as it encourages the thinned panel wash paint to flow into the 
recessed lines and allows me to cleanly remove any excess from the 
surface of model. I choose acrylic clear because the paint I use for 
the panel wash itself is enamel based. By using an acrylic clear, I am 
less likely to have problems with the enamel thinner I use to remove 
any excess wash from the model surface once dry. 
 
 So, exactly what paint do I use ? Based on trial and error, I have set-
tled on Model Master Enamel - Burnt Umber (#2005). I like the dirty 
oil colour of Burnt Umber and I have found that it is easily removed 
once dry using fairly mild solvents such as White Spirit. I have tried to 
use Humbrol enamels for the wash, however once they dry you al-
most need sandpaper to remove the excess (not a good thing). To 
behonest, I have not tried to use acrylic paints for washing as I was 
very happy with the result of Model Master. As a general rule, I find 
acrylic paints have a coarser pigment and are not as suitable for sub-
tle effects as enamels or oils. 
 
 Some modellers use artist oil paints for panel washes. I do use oil 
paints for final weathering (oil stains etc), but find that you need to 
apply too many coats of the oil wash to get a suitable depth of colour 
for panel lines. 
 
 Finally, remember that you don't have to use the same colour for all 
panel washes. I frequently lighten or darken the basic Burnt Umber 
colour depending on the paint scheme of the aircraft. For some mod-
els I would use an entirely different colour (say light grey for a black 
aircraft such as the F-1117A). No matter what colour you use, the 
basic techniques of preparing the model and application of the the 
wash still apply. 
 
Step By Step 
 
 What follows is the process of washing the panel lines, accompanied 
by several photos of the results of each step: 
 
Step 1: Paint the model as normal.  

 
Using whatever paints you prefer, complete the basic painting of the 
model. At this point, the general painting of the model is complete. 
Note that is not important for panel washing the type of paint (acrylic, 
enamel) you choose to paint your model with, as we will be sealing it 
anyway under a coat of clear in the next step. 

 
Step 2: Apply a clear gloss coat over the entire model. 
 
 Coat the entire surface of the model using an acrylic gloss clear 
(such as Future, Tamiya, Gunze, Polly S etc). This provides a protec-
tive layer for the paint (especially needed if you paint using enamels) 
as well as providing the gloss surface for the application of decals. 
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Step 3: Apply the decals as normal. 
 
 You should always apply decals over a gloss surface. When the de-
cals are dry (say overnight) wash off any excess decal glue using warm 
soapy water and apply a second coat of the clear gloss over the decals 

to seal them, This also provides a consistent gloss finish over the en-
tire model / decals and helps to achieve that ‘painted on‘ look. 
 
Step 4: Apply the Panel Wash. 
 
 Mix up the panel wash using a mild enamel thinner (I like White Spirit). 
A rough guide to the correct ratio is about 3-4 drops of paint to a thim-
ble full of thinner. 
 
 Using a small brush (I normally use a size 0), apply the wash of MM 
Burnt Umber into the panel lines. If properly thinned, all you need to do 
is touch the brush tip to the panel line (corners are good staring places) 
and the wash should flow into the lines by itself. A good wash will flow 
about 0.5cm before stopping. If it does not flow, no problem, just work 
your way along the panel line, working the wash into the recess as you 
go. 
 
 Some of the wash will end up outside the lines. Its at this point that the 
resolve of many a good modeller has been tested. Seeing their latest 
masterpiece covered in a mess. Do not worry ! The clear acrylic coat 
we applied earlier will protect the model and allow us to clean up the 
mess in step 5.  
 
 Remember it takes practise to get the amount of wash right. Try not to 

be heavy handed. Refer to the pictures below as a guide on how much 
you need. 
 
Step 5: Remove the Excess Wash 
 
 Once the wash has dried (overnight is plenty), apply enamel thinners (I 
use artists white spirit as it is solvent based but not too strong) to a 
clean, white, lint free cloth (I use old cotton T-Shirts) and begin to wipe 
off the excess paint from around the panel lines. I like to stroke the 
cloth from front to back of the aircraft (ie with the airflow). 
 
 I normally start in one spot (say a wingtip) and do a single swipe with 
the cloth. For the next swipe, move inboard and again do a single 
swipe. Even though you will not have removed all the excess wash, do 
not go over the same section immediately, rather keep working across 
the wing, fuselage and other wing doing single swipes. By the time you 
get to the opposite wingtip, it will be safe to go back to the start and 
begin your second run to remove the remaining wash. Above all else, 
resist the urge to rub in one spot until it is clean. Doing so can result in 
rubbing thru the clear coat that is protecting the decals and paint below. 
This is not what you want (trust me). 
 
 Keep wiping and rotating the cloth to keep it clean. This is a slow proc-
ess and needs patience. Keep wiping until all the paint outside the 
panel lines is removed and only the paint in the panel lines remains. 
Sometimes if the panel lines are not deep enough the paint may come 
out as well. If so, then re-apply the wash a second time and repeat the 
process. 
 
 Sometimes, you will find panel lines that are not easy to get at with 
your finger or a cloth. In those cases, I use simple cotton buds. Dip 
them in thinner and carefully wipe the model surface as with the cloth 
above. 
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Step 6: Finishing Up 
 
 When you are happy with the panel lines, you can continue to com-
plete the model as you normally would. For me, this typically involves 
applying a flat clear coat to dull down the gloss finish and seal the 
wash into the panel lines. I then commence final weathering using 
oils, pastels and whatever else looks appropriate. 
 
 With a little practice (and a lot of patience) the end result should look 
something like this. 
 
So there you have it. I hope you have found this article useful and 
hope to see more models out there with panel lines proudly dis-
played :) 
 
Gary 
 
Photos and text ©  2004 Gary Wickham 
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Mustang Mk.III, 165 Sqn, SK-Z, KH557, Bentwaters, 10 Apr 1945. 
RAF Dark Green/ Ocean Grey/ Med Sea Grey scheme. Sky codes, White Spinner & Black serials. Sky fuselage band plus White Nose, Wing & 
Horiz Tailplane bands. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'C' type. 

 One of the very commonly requested pieces of information by RAAF 
Modellers is the details of the Mustang Mk.III that was flown by F/O 
John Haslope (RAAF) on 10 April 1945 when he claimed the destruc-
tion of one of the rare Me-163 'Komets' flown by JG-400. 
 
 The only available photo which appears in a couple of the books 
authored by Stewart Wilson (and published by Aerospace Publications) 
is not very helpful, being very dark and difficult to ascertain any details 
there from. I have however been able to determine that the colour 
scheme is a 'loop' pattern as discussed in my recent pair of articles on 
3 Sqn RAAF Mustangs. 
 
 This still left the problem of it being taken from an angle whereby the 
Code Letters and serial are obscured. Recently however a correspon-
dent on one of the internet Bulletin Boards advised that the aircraft he 
was flying on that mission was SK-Z KH557, the info coming from the 
O.R.B held in the U.K. I have therefore prepared the following illustra-
tion (which must be obviously considered provisional at this stage) of 
the scheme for those interested. 
 
Airframes in this pattern show colours where the upper surface Grey is 
consistently lighter than true Ocean Grey and is thus probably a colour 
locally mixed at whichever M.U applied this pattern to airframes proc-
essed by them. Note on the upper view included to show the full pat-
tern, that the Sky fuselage is not shown as I re-used my old drawing. It 
IS there on this airframe. 
 

by Steve Mackenzie 
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 Exercise Pitch Black is Australia's largest Air Combat exercise and is 
held approximately every two years. Exercise Pitch Black provides ex-
ercise participants high complexity Air Combat training and allows Aus-
tralian and its international friends to train together. In 2004, Exercise 
Pitch Black was held between the 19th of July and the 5th of August, 
with flying concluding on the 5th of August. 
 
 Aircraft participating in the exercise were based at both RAAF Base 
Tindal, near Katherine, and RAAF Base Darwin in the Northern Terri-
tory, Australia. Exercise flying was planned to take place either over the 
ocean or in the airspace south west of Katherine and Delamere. 
  
 RAAF Base Darwin hosted aircraft and personnel from the Royal Aus-
tralian Air Force, the Singaporean Air Force the French Air Force and 
the Royal Thai Air Force. RAAF Base Tindal was home to aircraft from 
the Royal Australian Air Force. 
 
 There were approximately 1000 additional personnel deployed to 
RAAF Base Darwin and a further 700 personnel deployed to RAAF 
Base Tindal. Approximately 75 aircraft participated in Exercise Pitch 
Black 2004. Types involved were as follows: 
 
This pictorial overview of Pitch Black 2004 is courtesy of the images 
available on the Internet on the ADF Media site for Pitch Black. The 
electronic version had 250 photos divided into 5 pages. Obviously we 
can only use a small representative portion in this printed form. If you 
wish to see all this material then you have to acquire a computer for 
yourself !! 
 
Editor's Notes - Thanks to Ryan Hamilton who undertook the major 
job of downloading all the large format photos (up to 3000+ pixels wide 
& 3.5 Mb files each in their original format) from the ADF Media Site. 
(Steve) 
 
References: Department of Defence – Media centre - ‘http://www.
defence.gov.au/‘ 
 
All photos kindly supplied by the Department of Defence media centre. 

(�����+�����"..��

Royal Australian Air Force and Australian 
Army  
 

Asset             Role 
F-111                     Strike/Reconnaissance  
F/A-18 Hornet       Fighter (counter air) /Strike/Offensive Air 
Support  
P/C9-A(F)               Forward Air Control  
AP3C Orion           Surveillance  
B707T                    Air-refuelling  
C130 J Hercules    Airlift (transport & cargo) 
DHC4 Caribou       Tactical transport  
114MCRU              Mobile Control and Reporting (Radar) 
Rapier and RBS70    Ground Based Air Defence (SAM) 
 

Republic of Singapore Air Force 
 

Asset            Role 
F16 Falcon          Multi-role fighter 
E2 Hawkeye        Tactical Warning and Control  
KC135                 Air-refuelling  
I-HAWK               Ground based air defence (SAM) 
 

French Air Force 
 
Aircraft          Role 
Mirage 2000-5      Multi-role fighter 
KC135                  Air-refuelling  
 

Royal Thai Air Force 
 
Aircraft          Role 
F16 Falcon            Multi-role fighter 
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 The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of 
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently 
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, ni-
trate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and com-
puter scans. The vast majority come from private collections and 
most haven't been published before. 
 
 In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A, 
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of 
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western 
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There 
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to 
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to 
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their 
source. 
 
 These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's 
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's 
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details 
are as below: 
 
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA 
Bull Creek Drive 
Bull Creek WA 6149 
Phone: (08)9311-4470 
Fax  : (08)9311-4455 
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au 
Website:www.raafa.org.au 
 
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library 
or myself. 
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA 
 
 

P001971 - 1 Sqn AFC, Palestine 1918, RE 8. 
P002878 - AFC, Maurice Farman S.11 Shorthorn B2011, CFS 20 at 
Point Cook 1918. 
P002879 - AFC, Airco DH.6 C9373, one of eight DH.6s delivered to 
CFS Point Cook in 1918 and built by Gloucestershire Aircraft. 

P002882 - 3 Sqn AFC, 17 Dec 1917. Albatros D.Va D5390/17 
forced down on the Messines front by Sandy & Hughes in an RE 8. 
Airframe now in the AWM collection. 
P003950 - AFC, North Carlton (UK) 1917. Armstrong Whitworth FK 
3s (A8101, A8099 & A8102) and B.E.2es ready for formation flying 
(battle practice). 
P003956 - AFC, North Carlton (UK) 1917. Bristol S.2A scout, 100hp 
Le Rhone engine. 
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Editor's Notes - Captions are based on the ones held in the Mu-
seum records and supplied by Mick along with the scans. 
 
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above 
by writing to their address for information on sizes available and 
prices etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to 
identify items required. (Steve) 

 
P003976 - AFC, North Carlton (UK) 1917. DH 5, A9185. 110hp Le 
Rhone engine, 9 cylinder. Wings have negative stagger of 30 Deg. 
P003979 - AFC, North Carlton (UK) 1917. Maurice Farman S.11 
Shorthorn A6874 with 29 (Aust) Training Sqn RFC. 
P004007 - AFC, North Carlton (UK) 1917. B.E.2d A1368, the dog 
was named 'chocks' as he would pull the blocks out from the wheels 
of the planes. 

P004403 - AFC, North Carlton (UK) 1917. SE.5a, C214 of 2 Sqn 
AFC.  

P003957 - AFC, North Carlton (UK) 1917. Bristol Scout D, 110hp Le 
Rhone engine. 
P003970 - AFC, North Carlton (UK) 1917. Avro 504A A8521 after an 
'incident'. 
P003974 - AFC, North Carlton (UK) 1917. Curtiss JN-4 'Jenny' 2 
seater B1903, used as a trainer by 3 Sqn AFC. Had 8 cylinder, wa-
ter cooled 90hp 'Curtiss' engine. 
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Bell P-39N, 429377/19  - 4 Stormo, 1 CAF, Italy, 1944 -  note roundels applied over US markings, yellow numbers and yellow band around fuse-
lage. 

 It appears that all P-39Ns supplied to the Co-belligerent Air Force had 
previously been used by USAAF units and the Dark Olive Drab 41/
Neutral Grey 43 camouflage was faded, stained and generally very 
"tatty". No attempt was made to repaint them or obliterate the US mark-
ings, with the Italian roundels simply applied over them. The P-39Q’s 
supplied later on, in the same colours or possibly Olive Drab ANA 613/
Light Grey ANA 602, appear to have been delivered direct from the fac-
tory so the camouflage was in pristine position. 

 P-39 kits available are 1/72 : Revell or Airfix 1960’s, Heller and Acad-
emy. Use of the far superior Heller and Academy kits is recommended. 
 
1/48 : Monogram or Eduard. Both are good kits and make into very nice 
models. 

+	���(�2�������0����&�%�����&��	����	�

by Ley Reynolds 

Bell P-39N, 429691 - no, this did not operate OVER Italy but was apparently a ground trainer to accustom Italian pilots to a tricycle undercar-
riage. Uppersurfaces are a light colour (very faced Dark Olive Drab 41 or the USAAF Sand colour?) over Neutral Grey. Note undercarriage 
locked down and doors removed, wingtips removed, rudder lock in place and fuel drum mounted on rear fuselage. Four bladed propel1or with 
red spinner fitted. Heavy exhaust stains on the fuselage sides. 
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 Courtesy of Dave Edwards are a series of photos of exhibits at Drage's Airworld at the airport in Wangaratta, VIC as it was in it's heyday in the 
1980/90s. Due to a number of reasons the Museum in this form was not viable and most of the exhibits were dispersed to other locations. 
 
 Although there is currently still some exhibits at the old site at Wangarrata, much of what is seen in these photos is now history.  

3��/	-
���������� Photos by Dave Edwards 
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Focke Wulf FW 187 
 
Scale: 1/72nd 
 
Special Hobby Kit 
 
Quick History 
 
Kurt Tank designed the FW 187 in 1936, as a heavy fighter (zerstorer). 
The prototype flew in 1937, later prototypes being equipped with more 
powerful engines, gaining higher speeds and climb ratios. It never went 
into production because the Luftwaffe brass decided on the Me 110 in 
1939, criticising the FW 187's narrow and short fuselage, and lack of 
rear armament. After tests, in the winter of 1940, the aircraft went to 
JG&nbsp;77 in Norway, which had a heavy fighter Sqn and a Night 
fighter Sqn based at Aalburg. One of the aircraft went to the Aerial 
Gunnery School at Vaerlose in Denmark in 1942. All units concerned 
reported positively on the aircraft. 
 
 Later, the 7 or 8 completed FW 187 prototypes were formed into a 
factory Staffel, for defence of the Focke Wulf factory against allied 
bombers throughout much of the war, with a few, or up to 40 aerial vic-
tories being gained by the 187, depending upon who’s book you’re 
reading!  It was definitely far superior in all departments to the Me 110, 
and echoes of the FW 187’s design can be seen in Messerschmitt’s 
later 210 and 410. 
 
The Kit 
 
 2 plastic sprues comprising 39 cleanly moulded components with 
nicely engraved details, a brass fret with seatbelts, instrument panel 
face and a few other bits ‘n’ pieces, a film thing for the instrument 
faces, two very nice, thinly moulded and very clear parts for the main 
canopy and undernose window and 11 nicely moulded and detailed 
resin parts, plus instructions and decal sheet for two aircraft are what 
makes the box rattle when shaken. 
 
Assembly 
 
 First hint: Like most Special Hobby kits nowadays, the quality is good 
enough to match or better what you’d expect in mainstream kits, how-
ever, there are no locating pins/tabs/sockets to help align things for 
you during assembly, so more time and care must be taken, the plastic 
is rather thin along edges to be cemented and you have to make dead 
sure things are aligned properly before the glue sets… 
 
 There’s nothing at all frightening anywhere during assembly, just be 
aware that the kit plastic is slightly brittle, recommended procedure for 
separating parts from sprue is with your favourite cutters, then trim-
ming gently, with careful passes with your favourite knife till the re-

maining sprue on the part disappears. 
 
 Stages 1 to 3 deal with cockpit assembly and installing the finished 
interior into one fuselage half then cementing the fuselage halves to-
gether. Most of the interior parts are resin or brass, so out with your 
favourite superglue, this part of the assembly is a doddle, with no prob-
lems encountered, provided you take your time, paint the parts as you 
go along, or when assembled into one fuselage half, it matters not. 
 
 Stages 4 to 7 relate to wheel wells, engine nacelles, wings and tail-
plane assembly, again provided care and time is taken, no problems 
will ensue. I had a bit of a disaster with one of the etched brass radia-
tor front overlays, entirely my fault, I missed trimming one of the &quot;
sprue tabs&quot; which hold it into the fret in the kit, and when I ce-
mented the nacelle halves together the radiator overlay bellied forward 
into a zigzag shape and was the very dickens to get flat again!  As I 
said at the beginning, take your time, if I’d seen and filed that 
poofteenth of an inch tab off in the first place, I wouldn’t have had to 
indulge in plenty of old fashioned cussin’ while I straightened it out! It 
can happen very easily when complacency sets in. 
 
 Stages 8 and 9 are assembling the main undercart legs and wheels 
and then locating them into their respective gear wells. The assemblies 
are very easily finished, but be aware the main legs are handed slightly 
(one leg of each pair is slightly (only a tad), shorter than the other), but 
get them confused and the finished article will sit very strangely indeed 
(no I didn’t….., but I did dry fit them into the wrong wells to see if they 
were handed or not !). 
 
 Stages 10 and 11 are the final assembly stages, dealing with propeller 
assembly, gun barrels, pitot and glazing. Nothing at all hard, careful 
with the pitot though, it can break if you’re not careful removing it from 
the resin casting block (yes.. 3 pieces, carefully pieced back to-
gether !). Again, my fault entirely! 
 
 3 colour schemes are given, for which details and decals are provided 
in the kit. Schemes 1 and 2 are a splinter pattern of RLM greens 70 
and 71 over Hellblau 65. Decals for those two are for the first prototype 
as seen in a propaganda film shot during the winter of 1940-41 and the 
seventh prototype as seen in the same film, the only markings differ-
ence between the two being the number on the aircraft fuselage side.  
 
 The third colour scheme is a splinter pattern of RLM greys 74 and 75 
over the fuselage, wing and tail plane upper surfaces, with light grey 76 
mottled with 75 on the fuselage sides, tail fin and rudder and 76 on the 
under surfaces – coded GN+AG, attached to the aerial gunnery school 
at Vaerlose, Denmark. 
 
I finished mine as the 7th prototype in the kit colour scheme, there’s 
something appealing to me about the large white continental 7 which 
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Gloster Meteor F III 
 
Scale: 1/72nd 
 
Airfix Kit 
 
Quick History 
 
The Gloster Meteor was Britain’s only operational jet fighter to see ac-
tion in WWII, following on from Frank (later Sir Frank) Whittle’s pioneer-
ing work in turbojet development and the Gloster E 28/39 prototype. 
The Meteor was used for countering the German V1 flying bomb threat 
over England, downing 13 V1’s over England before the Allied armies 
overran the V1 launch sites in France after D-Day. The Meteor F III en-
tered service with the RAF in December 1944. In January 1945, an ad-
vance flight was sent to Melsbrook, Belgium, the aircraft being painted 
white overall, the colour scheme being both an effective winter camou-
flage and a signal to trigger happy Allied flak gunners that the aircraft 
was friendly. The rest of the Squadron moved to the continent in April 
1945, seeing limited action before the end of the war in Europe in May 
1945. Despite many tales to the contrary, the Meteor never met the 
German jet powered Me-262 in combat. 
 
The Kit 
 
Yes, its been around for years and has been reissued more than once, 
that doesn’t necessarily mean its not worth getting. It isn’t up to what 
you’d expect from other mainstream or the better of the Eastern Euro-
pean manufacturers either, but for all that, its still a rather nice kit of the 
early model Meteor, which did see service in WW2 and therefore worth 
inclusion in any WW2 fighter collection. I’d never had a Meteor before, I 
saw them in shops frequently as a kid and later as an adult, but always 
found something else I wanted on the shelves, and put off getting the 
Meteor …This time round, I actually bought two kits, I’d always wanted 
a Sea Meteor for my RN aircraft collection, details of that conversion 
are included here. There’s 33 injection moulded parts, a very nice decal 
sheet with for 3 aircraft and a set of instructions inside the box. 
 
Assembly 
 
Stages 1 & 2 – Cockpit interior/Fuselage assembly – Not much to do 

here, cement the seat to the rear bulkhead and then the hole in the 
base of the bulkhead over the tab on the end of the floor and paint the 
whole lot flat black, while you’ve got the black out, paint the inside of 
the front half of both fuselage halves as well and then paint the instru-
ment panel whilst its on the sprue. Then assemble the lot into the fuse-
lage and cement the fuselage halves together, don’t forget to add about 
8 grammes of your favourite heavy stuff up front to prevent the finished 
kit being a tail sitter. 
 
 Before I cemented the fuselage halves together, I agonised about de-
tailing the cockpit, there’s a decal on the sheet to take care of the in-
strument panel, and I added masking tape seat belts and a stick from 
the spares box. I then held the fuselage halves together and came to 
the conclusion that what was there would pass muster adequately, be-
cause its all painted black and the cockpit opening is pretty narrow, 
which in combination with a fairly thick canopy in the closed position, 
would mean you’d see pretty much naff all on the completed kit. I there-
fore had no further qualms and left it at that on both kits. 
 
Stage 3 – Airframe assembly – Tailplanes to tailfin – no dramas, air 
brakes into upper wings, there’s a tiny bit of flash needs removing 
around the outside of the air brakes, after which they drop into their cut-
outs nicely. Upper wing halves to one piece lower wing, positioning the 
engine fronts and horizontal intake splitters as you go, no problems at 
all and I didn’t bother boxing in or detailing the wheel wells either (‘tain’t 
my cup of tea at all, they’re on the underside and not normally seen 
when the completed kit is displayed, anybody who picks up one of my 
completed models without first asking for permission to so do is swiftly 
and forcefully given good reason to regret their actions !)… There was 
a bit of flash on the wing leading and trailing edges, but I left it in situ 
until after the glue had dried, then removed it with a few light passes of 
worn wet ‘n’ dry, used dry. Completed wing assembly to fuselage, no 
real problems, but a little filler was needed at the last half inch or so be-
fore the trailing edges of both wing roots. 
 
Stage 4 – Underwing details – Underside air brakes into their cutouts, 
after minor flash removal as on the upper air brakes. Extended jet ex-
hausts onto the rear of the engines – this is an optional addition given 
in the kit, refer to the colour scheme diagrams in the kit instructions as 
to whether you need them for the aircraft you’re modelling. 

immediately made the decision for me when I saw the colour scheme instructions ! 
 
 All in all a very nice kit of almost mainstream quality at a very reasonable price and containing etched brass, resin and a good decal sheet. 
There’s nothing extra to buy, it’s all in the box!  
 
Very highly recommended ! 
 
Matthew Ward 
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 Stage 5 – Undercart – There’s a fair bit of flash to be removed from 
the nose wheel and its leg, after which it was fitted without dramas, as 
were the nose gear doors, there was flash along one edge of the 
doors, but as it was the lower edge, I left it until the glue on the doors 
had set after fitting, then ran the trusty Xacto along the edge and re-
moved it in one pass. Main gear has a bit of flash on all parts, easily 
removed before fitting the parts which fit without any dramas whatso-
ever. 
 
 Painting and Markings – There’s 3 options here, two camouflaged and 
one white overall example from the advance flight at Melsbrook, Bel-
gium in 1944. 
 
 I opted for a camouflaged version and just for fun, sprayed it with 
good ol’ Humbrol, the usual suspects from their range (I cannot for the 
life of me remember the numbers !!!), being used for the dark green/
dark grey camouflage on top and the light grey underneath. After that 
lot had dried, a couple of coats of floor polish went on, in readiness for 
the decals. 
 
 >Decals are Airfix’s new and improved type, being nicely thin but 
hardy enough to be cajoled into position by inexperienced fingers with-
out breaking up. No solvents/setting solutions were used and they set-
tle perfectly over the details with no trace of silvering. A coat of Gunze 
clear gloss sealed them all in once they’d dried. 
 
 In summary then, a nice kit for a good low price, certainly worthy of 
consideration, yes there’s some raised detail but its quite delicate (I 
think Airfix may have breathed on the moulds a little), for its age, this 
kit has worn remarkably well. 

 
Sea Meteor Conversion 
 
This is a very easy conversion, being more of a minor modification, on 
the prototype the major differences were internal. The hardest part 
about the conversion is finding the decals, a few of the kit supplied 
items come in very handy too ! 
 
The Sea Meteor was an experimental type, about 5 were built but only 
two were ever landed on carriers (HMS Illustrious and HMS Durban 
Castle), in post war deck landing trials. The Sea Meteor itself being an 
internally strengthened F III fitted with an arrestor hook and the larger 
Derwent 5 engines, which were somehow crammed into the existing 
Derwent 1 nacelles. Hence, for the conversion you only have to find 
and install a suitable arrestor hook and leave the main gear doors off 
(it was thought because of the Meteor’s propensity to bounce as the 
gear compressed on touchdown, that the main doors may snag an ar-
restor wire, before the hook did, which would be somewhat embarrass-
ing to say the least), and then finish it in the Dark Sea Grey over Sky 
FAA colour scheme. The Sea Meteor I’ve modelled later went (minus 
hook and Naval colour scheme), to Canada for cold weather testing. 
 
 I won’t give a blow by blow rundown of the job, there’s no need for that 
at all. My hook came from a resin set which I think came with the Octo-
pus (Pavla) Firefly, although any other source for a V frame hook 
would do. The markings were all sourced from my spares box, (I have 
no idea what kits they were originally supplied with), for the serial num-
bers I used the kit’s "EE" letters and numeral "3’s, the "7’s came from 
the spares box. It took me far longer to write this than it did to do the 
conversion. 
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Goodyear F2G "Super Corsair" 
 
Scale: 1/72nd 
 
Special Hobby Kit 
 
Quick History 
 
In 1944, Goodyear was lumbered with the job of improving the design 
of the Chance-Vought F4U Corsair, the result being an almost new air-
craft internally, which pretty much kept the looks of the existing aircraft 
externally. Improvements included a cut down rear spine and bubble 
canopy, for all round pilot visibility, and a huge 24 cylinder P&W Wasp 
Major under the cowling, giving the aircraft the massive climb rate of 
4,400 feet per minute. 
 
 Two versions were planned, the F2G-1 for the US Marine Corps, for 
shore based operations (the USMC didn’t get any carriers until well af-
ter WW2) and the F2G-2, with folding wings and arrestor gear for the 
US Navy. Five prototypes of both variants had been constructed and 
flown by the end of WW2, the production orders being cancelled at 
war’s end. The prototypes actually built and flown were eventually sold 
off to private customers as racing aircraft. 
 
The Kit 
 
You gets what you pays for in spades here, with 32 injection moulded 
plastic parts, 2 vacform canopies, 37 resin parts, 14 etched brass de-
tails, instructions, decal sheet and a film insert for the instrument panel 
are what make the box rattle. Moulding/casting/etching quality is all 
very nice and there’s no real need to buy anything extra in the way of 
aftermarket add-ons, its all in the box ! 
 
Assembly 
 
Stage 1 – Cockpit innards – out with the superglue, its nearly all resin 
and brass, take it carefully and it all goes rather well, with most parts 
fitting perfectly. PVA will be necessary for the sandwich involving the 
resin panel backing plate, the film insert for the dials and the brass 
panel front - pre-paint and weather the resin and the brass first, then 
glue the film to the resin and once the glue is dry carefully glue the 
brass front on is the easiest and safest way to go here. Paint the rest 
as you go and you’ll end up with a very nice looking interior. 
 
 Stage 2 – Engine assembly – glue the two resin parts together with 
your favourite superglue, paint with your favourite engine colours and 

move on to stage 3. 
 
 Stage 3 – Tail gear - Only 3 parts here, the top plate, gear leg and in-
tegral wheel and the arrestor hook, it looks easy but it can make for 
installation problems later on if everything isn’t attached at the correct 
angle. The joint between the top plate and the gear leg main shaft 
should be at 90 degrees. You’ll only need the hook if doing the first or 
the Naval prototype(s)… I didn’t fit it until the aircraft was completely 
finished – that way I had a better chance at getting the angle correct ! 
 
 Stage 4 – Fuselage assembly – Here’s where it gets a bit tricky, the 
resin cockpit interior fitted between the fuselage halves with no careful 
thinning of the fuselage side walls involved (big points to Special 
Hobby for that !). I did carefully thin down the tail gear top plate to get 
the tail end of the fuselage halves to meet properly and I did have a bit 
of a battle with plastic part A10, the fuselage top air intake, which 
needed the underside curve to be reprofiled massively with a file for it 
to fit correctly on the fuselage top. The tail wheel doors are a bit of a 
pain as well, I think I’d use superglue to attach them were I doing an-
other of these kits, mainly because superglue sets up faster than plas-
tic cement and I wouldn’t be sitting there holding the parts in position 
with tweezers and cussin’ under my breath for so long ! I painted the 
inside of the engine cowling black and the inside of the tailwheel bay 
Tamiya XF-4 which is a fairly good match for zinc chromate primer. 
 
Stage 5 – Wings and things – The wings parts themselves are of con-
ventional 3 piece construction, lower part includes the fuselage sec-
tion, to which you fix the wing tops, but before you do, you have to su-
perglue the one piece resin main gear bays into position, the bays are 
the problem… they’re well cast and incorporate a fair bit of internal de-
tail, they also have a ruddy great casting lump on top of them which 
has to be removed before the wing tops go on, past experience told 
me that because of the curve in the bay top, the lump would be the 
dickens to remove and could end in unmitigated disaster if a razor saw 
was used… What to do ? A careful trial fitting proved that the lower 
profile of the bay walls fitted perfectly into the recesses in the lower 
wing half, so I superglued them in and ran a bead of superglue right 
around the outside of the bays and left the lot overnight to set up hard. 
I didn’t use accelerator on the superglue, because accelerator tends to 
make the finished join brittle. Next day, I took the assembly outside on 
the balcony and using a cutting disc in my cordless Dremel Tool, re-
moved the casting lumps with many light passes and accompanying 
clouds of resin dust, which was kindly removed by the breeze as the 
dust emerged ! The result was paper thin, translucent bay tops, over 
which the top parts of the wing fitted perfectly (whew !). After that, the 
rest of this stage went by easily with no problems, apart from a little 

�	��	�
�
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Sikorsky XVI 
 
Scale: 1/72nd 
 
Eastern Express Kit 
 
Quick History 
 
The Sikorsky XVI was designed by Igor Sikorsky in response to a de-
mand from the Imperial Russian Air Service for an escort fighter to 
accompany the Ilya Mourometz bombers on missions. Originally con-
ceived as a two seat (seats mounted side by side) aircraft, 23 SXVI’s 
were built in that configuration before the design was changed to a 
single seat fighter. Much use was made of aluminium in the construc-
tion of the aircraft with wood relegated to wing and tail surface framing. 
Armed with a single, synchronised Vickers machine gun mounted on 
the port side of the aircraft with its magazine mounted directly below it, 
the SXVI stayed in service until 1923, and was the only successful 
indigenous fighter design used by the Russians in WW1. Powered by 

an 80 hp licence built Gnome rotary engine, the aircraft was capable of 
a top speed of 120 km/h (75 mph). 
 
The Kit 
 
45 parts on a translucent white coloured sprue plus instructions and 
decal sheet in Eastern Express’s usual flimsy cardboard box. The kit 
was originally manufactured and marketed by Dako, being the only 
WW1 kit they ever did. On the demise of Dako, Eastern Express ac-
quired use of the moulds and kept the kit available to modellers inter-
ested in the wood, wire and canvas contraptions that are WW1 aircraft. 
The kit represents the later, single seat version of the aircraft. 
 
Assembly 
 
Stage 1 – Cockpit innards onto floor and the lot then assembles into a 
cutout on the top of the lower wing. The hardest part of the whole as-
sembly of this kit is that flash is very hard to see, due to the translu-
cency of the kit plastic. I ended up superglueing the parts to the floor, 
painting everything in a Tamiya Desert Sand (XF59) and then trimming 

trimming to get the exhaust pipes to fit properly and a slight spot of 
filler around one of the resin intakes on the wing leading edge. I didn’t 
fit the prop or canopy at this stage as instructed, leaving them and the 
hook to be attached after painting. 
 
 Stages 6 and 7 – Main gear and other small bits – dead easy here, 
although plastic parts A 13 and A14, the main gear retraction arms 
proved to be annoying to fit once the main gear legs had been super-
glued in and the glue had set, I managed it in the end with a pair of 
tweezers and a lot of rude thoughts ! I didn’t fit resin parts PUR 19 un-
der the wings – these are zero-zero rocket launch racks and as I was 
building a prototype, I didn’t bother. Photoetched blade aerials PP9 
and 10 went on at this stage but disappeared again rapidly in a han-
dling accident (I dropped the model !) 
 
Paint and Markings – a couple of coats of Sea Blue (Tamiya XF-17) 
overall, Sky cowling front, prop hub silver, black prop blades with yel-
low tips, various silver/steel/gunmetal colours on the gear leg retrac-
tion struts, white for the hook, main gear bays, sea blue again for the 
wheel hubs and non-moving parts of the gear legs and good ol’ Hum-
brol 67 for the tyres. Once that lot was dry, it was decal time ! 
 
 The kit decal sheet has markings for 3 aircraft, two of which have 
checkered cowlings: –  
 
Scheme 1 is the first prototype, tested by Goodyear Works pilots and 
destroyed in a ground accident at the works on 12 December 1945, 
This one has the Sky cowling front and a white checkerboard over the 
remainder of the cowling. 

Scheme 2 is a rather boring overall sea blue example tested by NATC 
pilots at Patuxent River in 1945 and 1946, which is now preserved at 
the Champlin Fighter Museum at Mesa, Arizona. 
 
Scheme 3 is again blue overall with a rather natty light blue and yellow 
checkerboard cowl. 
 
I opted for Scheme 1, which is also the machine illustrated on the kit’s 
boxtop. 
 
The decals themselves gave no problem whatsoever, settling nicely 
down over a coat of floor polish, with no colour bleed from the sea 
blue paint showing on the white areas of the decals, the cowling 
checkerboard, usually the stuff of nightmare, was absolutely no prob-
lem, being strong enough to be pushed into position, following which it 
stayed put. Once the decals had dried overnight a coat of Gunze gloss 
clear was sprayed on and this one was into the home stretch. 
 
 After the varnish had dried, the pre-painted prop, canopy and arrestor 
hook were attached and another little known prototype had joined my 
collection. I didn’t bother with any weathering, I like my prototypes 
clean ! 
 
 All in all a very nice kit of a little known aircraft prototype, which as-
sembles well and has no real need for aftermarket accessories.  
 
Very highly recommended 
 
Review by Matthew Ward 
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the flash with the point of a brand new Xacto #11 blade. It worked for 
me ! 
 
 Stage 2 – Fuselage assembly … err cement part 1 to part 2 and that’s 
this stage done ! No problems encountered here, excepting for some 
slight confusion, until I realised that the paint I could see where it 
shouldn’t have been on the outside was actually the paint I’d painted 
the fuselage interior with – translucency strikes again !. A bit of filing 
along the joints was all that was necessary after the cement had set. 
 
 Stage 3 – Engine to firewall, Vickers gun and magazine to LH fuse-
lage side, cowling over engine, tailplane and fin/rudder to rear fuselage 
and skid to underside of tail area…. No problems, except again the 
flash is hard to see and I painted most of the parts and then trimmed 
the flash off them before assembling them to the fuselage. 
 
 Stage 4 – Cabane, wing, and tail struts into their various locations, 
again I superglued them into place and coated them with XF59 before 
carefully shaving the flash off after the paint had dried. No real prob-
lems here, I did have a "nerve calming" coffee break whilst the glue set 
after the cabane struts were in position …I also drilled out the strut lo-
cation holes with a 1mm drill to make sure there would be no prob-
lems/dramas with strut location. Finally, the pre-painted upper wing 
was added with no dramas whatsoever. 
 
 Stage 5 – Undercart – here there’s a choice – wheels (4 of ‘em, two 
per axle, two separate axles) or skis…. I went for wheels and again, 
it’s a fiddly job getting the undercart legs, cross struts and axles all 
perfectly horizontal, but I managed it without too much cursing. I tend 
to use Revell Contacta Professional plastic cement for this sort of job; 

it allows you to get everything into place, yet still tweak individual parts 
or the whole assembly before it starts to set up. The job will turn out as 
well for you as it did for me, provided due care and attention is paid. 
 
 I finished the kit in overall Humbrol Radome Tan for the doped linen, 
Citadel Miniatures Chainmail for the polished aluminium and Boltgun 
Metal for the unpolished cowling. A coat of floor polish sealed every-
thing in once it was dry and provided a nice glossy surface for the de-
cals. I then glued the wheels to their respective axles. 
 
Decals – One option only given in the kit, for an aircraft of the Imperial 
Russian Air Service in 1915, more than that I cannot say (I don’t read 
Russian !). The decals are EE’s usual flat finished items and on my 
kit’s sheet, the roundels were way off centre and totally unusable. 
Luckily, I had in my spares box some roundels of the correct size and 
used those instead of the kit’s rather ‘orrible examples. I did use the kit 
supplied white/blue/red pennons for the fuselage sides and rudder. 
The kit-supplied items worked as advertised and settled down nicely in 
their locations. Another quick coat of floor polish, followed (when dry), 
by a coat of Gunze Clear Flat finished the job. The model was com-
pleted with my usual stretched sprue rigging, held in place with white 
glue. 
 
Final assessment: It’s the only kit in this scale of the SXVI and as 
such is worth getting. Its good and cheap, does assemble easily, but I 
do wish they’d mould it in a solid colour, so that flash can be easily 
spotted and eradicated around the smaller parts. That said, it’s still a 
good’un in my books, and recommended for all but the novice. 
 
Matthew Ward 
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Tomasevich Pegasus 
 
Scale: 1/72nd 
 
Amodel Kit 
 
Quick History 
 
Designed under the leadership of Major-General Dmitri L Tomasevich, 
the Pegasus was intended as a low cost, low technology light bomber 
and strike aircraft, utilising recycled engines and having fixed undercar-
riage, which could be quickly produced from timber, plywood and cheap 
high carbon steel in large numbers. Unfortunately, State Acceptance tri-
als in 1943 proved it to have very poor maneuverability, low combat sur-
vivability and it needed a very experienced pilot to fly it safely, sanity 
prevailed and the aircraft was deemed a failure, all prototypes which 
hadn’t crashed being then scrapped. 
 
The Kit 
 
48 parts for the aircraft plus another 40 for the various bomb load op-
tions, all in Amodel’s usual light blue plastic, two clear parts, decals and 
instructions, all packed in one of Amodel’s usual flimsy boxes are what 
you get for your hard earned. You get the choice of building any one of 
the first three prototypes from the kit as supplied. 
 
 First Hint: This is a short run kit, the plastic is soft and you’d be well ad-
vised to use a nice sharp blade in the knife, rather than cutters of any 
description to remove parts from the sprues, there’s a bit of flash about, 
particularly on the smaller parts and it is best removed with the parts off 
the sprue. 
 
Second Hint: Scan, enlarge and print the sprue parts map given by 
Amodel, as is, it’s a tad small and the numbers are somewhat jumbled 
and hard to work out, Its also a good idea because you don’t need to be 
continuously flicking back and forth to the map in the instructions to find 
where the next parts you need are hiding on the sprue. 
 
Assembly 
 
Stage 1 - Nose – Cement the two nose section parts of your choice to-

gether (There’s 2 different sets of parts for the three versions (Prototype 
1 had a different nose to numbers 2 and 3) and one cannon barrel (#1 
and 2) or two (#3). At this point I had another look through the instruc-
tions and decided I’d build the first or third prototype, because I didn’t 
fancy removing 3.5mm from the top of the fin/rudder at a later stage (or 
any stage for that matter !) 
 
Stage 2 – Engine assembly – Again, you have a choice – this time it’s a 
differing exhaust arrangement between the prototypes and again I opted 
for the parts for the first or third prototype. No problems were encoun-
tered, apart from the usual flash removal associated with this manufac-
turer’s kits. I then painted the engines flat black, with drybrushed gun-
metal on the cylinder fins and a rusty colour on the exhaust pipes. 
 
Stage 3 – Cockpit interior – Stick, floor and two part seat, easy enough 
once the flash had been removed from the parts, no other problems en-
countered and a coat of mid grey soon had things looking the part. 
 
Stage 4 – Wings and nacelles – 8 parts in all and no dramas apart from 
flash removal. A bonus point here is that the nacelles were not faired 
into their mounts on the wings so the joint lines twixt nacelles and wings 
do not need to be filled ! A bit of fun is to be had with parts 30 and 39, 
the main gear leg mounts, you will need to reduce their length for them 
to fit properly into their recesses under the nacelles, I removed the ex-
cess from the end which doesn’t have the hole for the gear leg. 
 
Stage 5 – Fuselage assembly – No dramas whatever here, mainly be-
cause the fuselage sides are among the larger parts which have little 
flash to be removed and the rest of the parts (cockpit interior and nose), 
have already been assembled and painted. I had already painted the in-
side of the fuselage parts while the mid grey was out, so I only had to 
paint the instrument panel, which is tiny and largely unseen on the fin-
ished kit, so I painted it black and when dry gave it a quick drybrush with 
the mid grey before fixing it in place and cementing the fuselage sides 
together, the nose was then fixed onto the assembly. A pleasant sur-
prise ensued, because the nose section fitted perfectly, without the need 
for filler. 
 
Stage 6 – Airframe Assembly – Wings into slot under fuselage and en-
sure things are square (they were – another pleasant surprise !), fit one 
piece horizontal tailplane/elevators and a touch or two with the file being 
found necessary to get it seated properly, then fit the one piece tailfin/ 
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/rudder and make sure its truly vertical as well. I needed to remove 
some flash at the base of the part to get it to sit correctly. Fit the cockpit 
side armour flaps and windscreen – I managed to draw blood when the 
knife slipped whilst removing flash from the side armour pieces – furi-
ous cursing whilst finding a band-aid was then followed by a quick flurry 
with a cotton bud dipped in warm water (to remove dried blood from the 
model !) and all was finally well in this area and your scribe departed 
temporarily for a cup of strong black coffee, having left the windscreen 
off until after painting Once the nerves were calm again, I returned and 
managed to remove part 8, the pilot’s boarding step, from its heavy 
sprue attachment and then managed to keep it intact whilst removing 
what seemed to be a huge amount of sprue from it, I finally fitted it to 
the model, where its stayed (miraculously undamaged) ever since. 
 
 I painted the kit at this stage because the remainder of the parts to be 
assembled were either already built and painted (engines) or easier to 
paint before fitting (undercart). 
 
Stage 7 – Engines and Undercart – Previously assembled engines onto 
nacelle fronts, no problems encountered but I did need to trim one na-
celle front behind the engine after the glue had dried, as it was slightly 
wider than the nacelle. Main gear legs were de-flashed and then fixed 
into their mounting holes under the nacelles and were then painted in 
situ. The two tail skid parts were similarly de-flashed, assembled onto 
the fuselage and carefully painted in situ. Main wheels were jammed 
onto matchsticks, for painting, then fixed onto the gear legs when dry 
and it was all over – there’s 3 more stages of assembly, dealing with 
the bombs and various bomb load configurations, which I consigned to 
my spares box – I do prefer prototype aircraft clean ! 
 
 Final stage for me was affixing the windscreen and painting its framing, 
followed by a bit of a struggle with superglue and the #%^!!! Pitot head 
mounted on the top frame of the windscreen. I finally managed to get it 
on at the correct angle, but the air had gone blue well before then ! And 
it had managed to fall off and disappear into the wild blue shag carpet 
before the photo session – dagnabbit. 
 

Painting – As mentioned, I painted the kit after stage 6, and again it’s a 
too-easy scheme for all 3 aircraft, dark green topsides and light blue 
underneath, with your favourite steel colours on the gear legs and tail 
skid. 
 
Decals – The decals are Amodel’s usual flat varnished efforts and do 
settle down nicely over a coat or two of floor polish without problems or 
silvering. 
 
 The kit supplies a full set of markings for all three prototypes but only 
supplies a full markings guide for prototype 2 and I’d done Prototype 1 
or 3 (I still haven’t decided which !), therefore, I put the national mark-
ings on in the usual places and the various small stencils into the posi-
tions shown in the kit instructions, figuring logically/hoping/praying that 
they’d probably be in the same places on all 3 aircraft. In the end, I 
couldn’t resist the Pegasus badge on the fuselage of Prototype 2, so I 
used it as well…. After all, the aircraft was named Pegasus !</P> 
 
Recommended – It’s a nice kit of a very little known Soviet aircraft, at 
a nice price, so it gets a yes indeedy from me – even though the proto-
type was as ugly as the proverbial hat full of rissoles ! 
 
Matthew Ward 
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Yakovlev Yak 4 
 
Scale: 1/72nd 
 
Amodel Kit 
 
Quick History 
 
In 1938, Yakovlev was asked to develop a fast twin engine aircraft 
which could carry up to 1000kg of bombs for use as an attack aircraft, 
the result was the Yak 2, which was unmaneuverable when loaded and 
the subject of much abuse by its pilots. In 1940, Yakovlev returned to 
the fast bomber concept, determined to iron out as many of the flaws 
in the aircraft as possible. The result was the Yak 4. Improvements in-
cluded bigger engines, larger glazed areas around the nose, for better 
downward visibility, (particularly on the ground), and a bomb load of 
1500kg. Unfortunately, the major flaw in the aircraft had not been ad-
dressed, the bomb bay was too far to the rear of the wing chord and 
the aircraft became dangerously tail heavy when loaded with more 
than 500 kg of bombs, a very experienced pilot was thus needed to fly 
it on bombing missions… fatal stalls destroyed more Yak 4’s than the 
Luftwaffe ever shot down ! It was said that loaded or empty, it was fast 
in a straight line, but try an evasive turn with a bomb load aboard, the 
best you could hope for was a decent burial. The Yak 4 thus had only 
a very brief service career in the desperate times of late 1941 to early 
1943, by which time enough Pe-2’s had come into service to warrant 
the total removal of the Yak 4 – although the commander of a Guards 
Fighter Squadron did retain one as a personal "hack" until the war 
ended ! 
 
The Kit 
 
5 sprues containing 95 parts in Amodel’s usual blue plastic, one clear 
sprue containing 10 glazing parts, instructions and decal sheet are 
what you get in one of Amodel’s usual flimsy boxes. I’ll say here that 
this is the first Amodel kit I’ve ever had where there is a slight purple-
ish tinge to the clear parts – I’ve built quite a few Amodel kits and al-
though various reviewers have complained more than once about it, 
I’ve never reported it in review before simply because I haven’t seen it 
on any Amodel kit I’ve built thus far … … onto construction ! 

Assembly 
 
First Hint: This is a limited run kit, the part attachment points on the 
sprues are quite thick, there’s also a fair bit of flash about, so do use a 
new, sharp blade in your trusty modelling knife and multiple passes to 
remove parts from the sprue to avoid disaster. The kit’s plastic is quite 
soft, and the usual cutters will make quite a mess of the smaller parts. 
The flash is far better removed once the part is off the sprue. 
 
Second Hint: If like me, you can’t read the numbers on Amodel’s sprue 
parts map on the front page of the instructions, scan and enlarge (I en-
larged it by 50%) and print it out to make life easier, its handy because 
you won’t be continually flicking back and forth through the instructions 
to the map to find the next part(s) needed … 
 
Stage 1 – Cockpit interior – 6 parts, take great care removing the stick 
and rudder pedals from the sprue and trimming the flash from them, it 
all does assemble well and the result is a rather nice interior, to which I 
added a pair of masking tape seatbelts on the seat, anything else 
won’t be discernable under the rather thick canopy anyway ! A coat of 
medium grey paint and a spot of black on the top and bottom of the 
stick, a decal from the spares box took care of the instrument panel 
and some drybrushing with light grey on the highlights made things 
look nice enough and finished the job. 
 
Stage 2 – Bomb bay interior – only 4 parts here (10 if you use the one 
piece bombs), again easy to assemble and no problems encountered, 
another quick coat of medium grey finished the job. 
 
Stage 3 – Fuselage assembly – Easy enough, cockpit and bomb bay 
assemblies into one fuselage half, two spars under the floor, passing 
through two holes in each wing root (trim the spars until they’re per-
fectly square in section) a seat for the rear gunner on top of the rear 
spar, a radio across the fuselage behind the pilot’s seat and the rear 
gun and its mount. The mount is in the shape of a capital D, bisected 
in the middle, I managed to make a mess of the curved bits while re-
moving flash, so I removed them entirely and replaced them with a bit 
of delicately shaped fuse wire superglued into position after the fuse-
lage was assembled. I couldn’t find a home for part 29, a curved part 
which has no indication in the instructions as to its location, except that 
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its inside the fuselage somewhere behind the bomb bay, so didn’t 
bother with it. After a quick coat of paint on the unpainted parts, I ce-
mented the fuselage halves together and after a nice cup of coffee, 
proceeded to the next stage. 
 
Stage 4 – Propellers – Glue spinner to prop to backing plate, place en-
gine front insert on shaft and cement retaining ring onto shaft end – or 
(as I did) assemble spinner, prop and backing plate (twice !) and put 
completed props aside ! 
 
Stage 5 - Engine Nacelles – Take your time, and all will be well, the 
instructions are quite clear (for once !) for this part of the assembly it 
looks tricky but isn’t – make sure you paint the inside surfaces of all 
parts and both sides of both bulkheads before assembly and like me, 
you’ll encounter no problems. I wouldn’t advise fitting the exhaust 
pipes at this stage but I did fit the engine front inserts from Stage 4. 
 
Stage 6 – Canopy Assembly – I chose to ignore this stage until after 
painting – the thing is in enough parts to warrant assembling it on the 
aircraft, which will be much easier than assembling it now and finding 
you’ve made a blooper and it won’t fit without modification. 
 
Stage 7 – Wings and things – One piece horizontal tailplane to fuse-
lage –I found I needed to trim one side of the fuselage cutout to make 
it sit properly, after which I didn’t need filler, the twin fins/rudders fit 
perfectly on the ends of the tailplane. Wings to fuselage – Easy 
enough again but allow the glue on the wings dry completely before 
fitting them to the fuselage to avoid unpleasant joint springing open 
surprises and you may find you need to trim one or more of the wing 
spar ends to get the wings to slide over them properly. I had to shorten 
one of mine and thin another. Once done, the wings slotted on per-
fectly, without the need for filler. Nacelles to wings, no problems were 
encountered whatsoever and no filler was needed on the joints either ! 
The exhaust pipes went on here and I had to trim one of the cutouts in 
the leading edge of the wing to enable the pipes to sit properly.</P> 
 
Stage 8 – Main gear legs – all very easy and no problems to report, do 
take your time trimming the flash from the smaller parts though. 
 

Stage 9 – Underside assembly – Main gear into gear bays – not a 
problem, main gear bay doors to nacelle openings, again no prob-
lems… Tailwheel and tailwheel bay doors – no real problems, watch 
the angle at which the bay doors hang though, they should be straight 
down. Bomb bay doors – no matter how much trimming I did and no 
matter how careful I was, I couldn’t get these to sit properly in the 
closed position over the bomb bay…. In the end I uttered several foul 
oaths and fixed them in the open position – problem solved, but not 
entirely to my liking !!! 
 
Painting – Can’t get much easier than this – mask off the cockpit and 
wheel/bomb bays, spray the underside light blue and the topsides dark 
green – get rid of the masking and its all over, because I’d painted the 
wheels and gear legs before I attached them during assembly ! 
 
Canopy – As mentioned, I left this for last and it proved remarkably 
pain free for so doing, I used PVA throughout, the large rear piece 
went on first, followed by the cockpit sides and the windscreen, with 
the cockpit roof section going on last after that lot had dried. I then fit-
ted the roof insert for the rear section and after it was all dry, dug out 
my favourite fine brush and painted the framing. I then added the lower 
cockpit windows - A quick couple of coats of floor polish were brushed 
on and left overnight to harden before the decalling proceeded. 
 
 
Decals – A lot of reviewers dump on Amodel’s decals because they’re 
thick and heavily coated in flat varnish. However, over a coat of floor 
polish, they work as well as any decals you’ll encounter. I‘ve never had 
any problems with Amodel’s decals, they’re perfectly usable in my 
humble opinion. That said, the decals in this kit lived up to expectation, 
settling down nicely over the floor varnish, and once dry and I’d 
masked the canopy off, a quick spray of Gunze clear flat sealed them 
in and bought this kit to a conclusion. 
 
 
Recommended – too dang right, but perhaps not for the very begin-
ner. 
 
Matthew Ward 
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Display Models Jun, Jul & 
Aug 2004 Meetings  
 
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does 
not have all the photos comprising the models from the Jun, Jul & Aug 
2004 meetings which are on the Electronic (CD) version. This sample is 
all I can fit in here.                                                                                        
 
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to 
reproduce them.  
 
In addition Gary Wickham has volunteered to take a selection of photos at 
each meeting for use on the Club's new website at 'www.ipmsnsw.org' . 
There are many more photos available for perusal at the Club’s website 
listed above. 
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